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The next ten years is a book that I will be releasing on Dec 24th of 2021. The book will
have anime style illustrations made by people I will hire, and the content of the book is
basically story/game-design documents of the following projects that I wished to make:
Space X - Acend the Stars (Elon Musk)
Merchant - The seven plagues (Henri Rollins)
Dominion Veritas - (James O Keefe)
Gaia Save the Earth (Greta Thunberg)
These fictional games based off real people/real life I have already developed in my head,
however I never produced them. This book will be sold, all profits made from the book will be
used to create sample demos of what these games would be if they were to actually be created
as games instead of game design documents.
Next note: 5/14/2021
Overall brief description of Dominion Veritas.
___________________________________________________________________________
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A brief gameplay-based description of each project in the book.
Space X - Ascend the Stars
Building Sim, Action game. You are Elon Musk, you must fuck women and produce babies, you
have developed a machine that then turns these babies into full adults. These are your sons, you
then have them working in your company Space X. You can now travel the Universe, and your job
is to defeat the Alien Forces that are in the way of Humanity inhabiting the Universe.

Merchant - The Seven Plagues
Action RPG. As Henri Rollins, collect special weapons and destroy the demon-like entities in
order to prevent the destruction of the world set up by the 7 gods of the universe.
Dominion Veritas

Fire Emblem / Star Ocean 2nd Story action battle system style game. You are James O Keefe.
Your mission is to build a Veritas Army, recruit allies and infiltrate evil organizations, then
Dominate them all and ultimately destroy the 3 Kings of Silicon Valley with your martial arts,
guns and alchemy that are trying to create the all knowing and all human controlling Quantum
Being known as the modern Anti-Christ.

Gaia - Save The Earth
Beat-em-up with Rpg elements. You are Greta Thumberg, an eco terrorist and the true
reincarnation of Gaia, you work for Alexander Soros and your job is to lower the carbon footprint
of the entire world through violence and death. Fight as a human with human weapons and
ultimate transform into a treant that that eats all humans, as you are the Gaia of our modern
world.
___________________________________________________________________________
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Dominion Veritas (1:00 PM)
Extended description of the characters, battle system, exploration, game mechanics and story
behind the origin of the project.

1:00 PM - Characters
*Dominion Veritas is 100% a work of fiction, it is inspired by James O Keefe and his
Organization called Project Veritas. With that said, for this preview note I will use real peoples
names as to make it easy for you to understand where these characters and organizations came
from, as far as inpiration. *

Andromeda - The Quantum AI god
2016, google develops the first quantum computer. They call it "Andromeda". It can hack
passwords and do some other minor things.
2025, Thanks to Andromeda's quantum abilities, and machine learning, things that were never
possible before, became a reality. Life extension, mind control (10G) and ultimately, modern
"alchemy"...
It is now 2030, from being simple Ceo's of Social Media, they rose as the Thee Kings of Silicon
Valley: Susan Wockiji, Mark Zuckerberg and Jack Dorsey.
They created Andromeda, and Andromeda granted them powers of Alchemy. They rule and
control the entire population of Silicon Valley. Through 10G towers they emi t the frequency of
Andromeda, so all citizens do everything the Three Kings want them to do.
The Three Kings of Silicon Valley are not satisfied though... they want Andromeda to expand not
only to the rest of the USA, but to the entire world. A New World Order, ruled by The Three
Kings of Silicon Valley. In their image.

So who are the Three Kings of Silicon Valley?
Susan Wockiji, a powerful alchemist, her strong spiritual connection with Andromeda allows her
to manifest her powers into animals and unanimated objects.
Mark Zuckerberg, specializes in robotics. Although his powers come from Androme da, he
prefers to use robotic machines he developed to do his dirty work.
Jack Dorsey, obsessed with meditation, martial arts, and asian culture. He likes to keep it close and
personal: One slash, you're cut in half, one shot and you are done. No pain, no suffering...
no waste of his time. Most of the powers Andromeda granted him are infused into his Japanese
Katana he calls Odin. It can cut through anything.
You are 25 years old, you are James O Keefe. You are just a journalist guy living in New York
doing your investigative work, then intel comes in from Silicon Valley whistleblowers, and they tell
you about the siniter things about the Three Kings going on there, and so you move there.

You establish the Dominion Veritas. An organization with the purpose of uncovering the secrets
that are going on there, as well as detroying any threat of the entire human race. Your journey
begins here...
2:00 PM
"You can stop a man, but you can't stop an army" - James O' Keefe

DOMINION VERITAS - Main Characters/ AGE/ ROLE
Playable Characters:
-James O Keefe, 25 (Protagonist)
-Laura Loomer, 24 (adult, all alchemy powers)
-Eric Cochran, 16 (1st General, Veritas Army)
-Cary Poarch, 30 (2nd General, Veritas Army)
-Zack Vorhies, 28 (3rd General, Veritas Army)

Non-Playable Generals:
-Gregg Coppola, 27
-Ryan Hartwig, 30
-Zack McElroy, 22
-Richard Hawkings 20

Main NPCs:

-Stephen Gordon, 40, (Dominion Manager)
-Jaime White 28, / Blind (Dominion Adviser)
-Laura Loomer, 14, (Dominion Researcher, No alchemy)
3:20 PM

Now I will discuss the combat mechanics in the game.

-Close Combat (Star Ocean 2nd Story style gameplay)
After infiltrating an evil organization headquarters (twitter, facebook, youtube):
As James O Keefe, with your generals, Eric, Cary and Zack, you run around inside the Youtube,
Facebook and Twitter HQ. You collect treasure, recruit more whistleblowers, etc. In the way, are
Andromeda Alchemy altered security humanoids you must defeat and at the end of each of HQ
you will find the Three Kings of Silicon Valley. Defeat them and you control (depending on which
King) the Wockiji, Zuckerberg or Dorsey territory of Silicon Valley.
The Right to Bear Arms / 2nd Ammendment
Press B to punch your opponent, move around and keep punching. After a 3-4 combo, for a brief
period the screen will slow down and the "2nd US Amendmend" right to bear arms will be
available, which means that can use firearms. Keep up the combo by pressing B and use guns
on the enemy.
After using guns you will unlock the Ultimate Amendment "The Right to use Alchemy", which will
allow you to use Alchemic powers on the enemies.
Unleash ultimate alchemy-based attacks for major damage on your enemies.
I.e. James O Keefe: Punch, punch, Kick - 7 Handgun shots, Ignis (Fireball, Alchemy, set
enemy on fire until his death).
The ideas and appearances of all random enemies that you encounter in each headquarters
and around Silicon Valley are inspired by all fake journalists that appear in the Real World Hall
of Shame Alpaca section of Project Veritas! :)
Next The Next Ten Years Note:
Dominion Veritas.
-Laura Loomer's child and adult story, and more of the Three Kings.
-Strategic Gameplay inspired by Fire Emblem games.
-Dominion Veritas, exploration, sidequests.

___________________________________________________________________________
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Dominion Veritas (2:00 PM)
Brief summary of some of the main story events.
-The Alchemy Cauldron (Machine that allows you to create Alchemy) / Beginning of the
game.
You are James O'Keefe. You are an Irish man. You have just moved into Silicon Valley and
Established the Dominion Veritas organization. Your best friend was your grand-father, a
hard-working man of Irish descent like yourself.
Your grand-father was a common man that once worked for the last King of Ireland before
the system of Prime Ministers came to be.
He did such a good job for the Irish Royalty at that time that the King himself gift him an strange
mechanical cauldron as a reward.
Ever since, this mysterious mechanical cauldron has been a symbol of the importance of your
family and proof of their contribution to your homeland of Ireland. Your grand-father died not too
long ago, and he wanted you have this cauldron.
Its a heavy piece of machinery, but you took it with you when you moved to Silicon Valley
anyway, cause it reminded you of the good times that you had with him while he was alive.

With you are Stephen Gordon, Jaime White, and Laura Loomer. They are your initial members
of the Dominion. You set out with Laura to investigate Silicon Valley. You don't learn much about
what is going on here though.
After some days, a heavy rainstorm comes and you have no choice but to stay at the Dominion
HQ.
In this downtime, you reminisce about your family, and so you go into the room of the
mysterious mechanical cauldron.
As you enter the room, the cauldron starts to emit a hot and heavy rainbow colored beam
that penetrates the room, and it destroys the room's roof.
Shocked, you call everyone inside. No one knows what is happening... It seems that
the cauldron's beam is reacting to an external spiritual wavelenght nearby.
The rainstorm subsides. And the cauldron stops beaming. You all go to bed clueless. The next
day you wake up. Jaime White comes rushing to you and says that he has a mysterious letter for
you. The letter says:
"My name is Eric Cochran, I am a 16 year old Silicon Valley Alchemist that is being held as a
prisoner in the (pinterest /organization to be named). I've noticed the beam that happened
yesterday.
Please rescue me, and I will tell you all about the Cauldron. I am located in the secret
alchemy lab in the basement guarded by heavy guards. Be prepared!"
Is it true? Is it a trap... Alchemy? Such force does not exist in this world... this is crazy.

But either way, for days your investigations have been aimless, so you take your best friend
Laura Loomer, krav-maga / medieval hema combat expert of Jewish descent and you head out
to rescue this supposed "Eric Cochran" prisoner Alchemist.
Your first mission begins here...
-The Three Kings of Silicon Valley (The first audience). (2:45PM)
You head to the Pinterest HQ. However you are not able to get pass through the guards. You
are James O' Keefe, you are master of disguise. So you disguise yourself, and you disguise
Laura Loomer too.
The both of you get in. Once you are inside, you search everywhere to find the secret "Alchemy
Lab".
(Star Ocean: 2nd Evolution PSP exploration / combat gameplay)
In your way to discover where it is, some guards are suspicious, and you have to knock them
out. Eventually, you manage to get into the Lab, and you find Eric Cochran.
He explains to you everything there is to know about Alchemy, and he also tells you that your
Cauldron is a Relic from ages past that the Three Silicon Valley Kings have been searching the
entire world to find.
He hands you and Laura Loomer two special "plain silver looking" bracelets. "Social Catalysts"
That's what they are called, in our modern times. They can channel powers of Alchemy.
You and Laura can now use Alchemy. The powers that you inherit depends on who you are.
Your first alchemy power, James, is "Ignis". A powerful fireball you channel through by pointing
at the enemy. How big and powerful this Fireball is though, depends entirely on how strenght is
your will. Ignis at full power can engulf an enemy into flames causing either 3rd degree burns or
death.
Laura has an exceptional sense of nationalism, truth and justice for her country of origin, Israel.
So once she puts the catalyst on, white and black wings temporarily string from her back and all
her Krav Maga / Medieval Hema Combat Swordsmanship increases dramatically while she has
those wings on...
You, James, are full of questions, so you and Laura take Eric and attempt to escape the
Pinterest HQ.
After running, fighting guards along the way with your new found alchemic powers, you reach
the exit of the Pinterest HQ.
Once you thought you were out and about to go back into the Dominion with your new ally Eric.
There they are, out of nowhere:
Mark Zuckerberg, Susan Wockiji and Jack Dorsey, The Three Kings of Silicon Valley, in front of
you... your first audience with the Three Kings of Silicon has begun! get ready James O' Keefe!!!

(To be continued... TNTY N5)

The next TNTY note:
-The Three Kings of Silicon Valley first encounter.
-Oliver Darcy, the disgusting Evil Opportunist Rat. (3:45 PM)
-Goliath and the unexpected raid of the Dominion (Stephen Gordon's Death) (3:30 PM)
___________________________________________________________________________
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Dominion Veritas (project origin)
Back in 2016 Donald Trump ran for president, even though I didn't cared for politics, I followed
his campaign. And this is where it all started.
I was watching DT (Donald Trump) campaing and I didn't know what to make of it. So out
of confusion, I tuned into Infowars to see what Alex Jones thinks about DT.
While watching Infowars channel on Youtube (before they were deplatformed), and DT
was about to elected, I came about a report of Project Veritas.
Infowars was showing a video of James O Keefe and how he stopped some carnage that was
about to happen because of a group called Disrupt 22 or something, and that was about the
first time that I've heard of James O Keefe.
Fast forward, I didn't care, then James kept doing stuff and eventually it kept invading my news
everywhere.
I did some research about who he was, and I enjoyed his content, so I subscribed to his
Youtube channel and followed his stories and his journey to expose corruption, voter fraud, etc.
It wasn't until some time in 2020, that I was about to buy a discounted RPG Maker MV that I
asked myself, its cheap, but why I should buy it though... and then the question came what
game I should make, and then I say to myself, if you are gonna waste the time, then it better
be an important game for the world at least.
So I put a lot of thought, and thought of a lot of things... then I looked back at how Edward
Snowden almost got a movie, and how people out there that expose important stuff are barely
talked about.
I looked into James O Keefe work, and based on how impolitically correct he is, and how he truly
cares about the truth, I realized that he, no matter how well he did with his true truth journalism,
he will never get a movie or documentary, so I said fuck it, no one will dare to make a movie or
documentary for a real guy like James, but I will!
So for days, I thought of how to make a fun game where you play as James O Keefe and you
expose corruption and shit, and ultimately after compiling all my ideas I came out with a
game about text and lawyers, and I said to myself, wait... that ain't fun.
I love action, fighting and RPGs, so instead of creating a boring lawyer game, I've created a
100% fiction fun all war, fighting and deep awesome alchemy-based story involving James O'
Keefe and his organization, in my head.

And this is how the Dominion Veritas came to be. The story, characters and events is 100%
fiction, inspired by James O Keefe, Project Veritas, Laura Loomer, Jack Dorsey, etc.
Dominion Veritas and the stories that you read here in my book, they are a make-believe world,
and they are fun to read, and if I have enough money, I will make short demos so you the
reader, player will know how much fun it is to play them!
The only purpose of this book and possibly demos is to entertain. I am not associated with
anyone that I draw my inspiration from. This is not an ad for the real organization Project
Veritas, nor I am associated in any way shape or form. Also, the characters in this game do not
in any way depict the true character of all of my fictional characters I made up my story from.
I am a game-designer, I love making games in overall, and my job is to make the best and fun
story... thats what I am all about. I have no interest in applying for any job involving Project
Veritas, etc. With that said, enjoy Dominion Veritas!!

___________________________________________________________________________
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Dominion Veritas (1:00 PM)
First Boss Battle, First Audience with Three Kings and the deplatforming (de-aging) of Laura
Loomer.

Eric, Laura and you (James) managed to get outside the Pinterest HQ. The Three Kings of
Silicon Valley stand in front of you. Things have not been going well at the P. HQ: Many of the
Alchemic products have been missing --the manager of the P. HQ has been stealing them and
is planning on escaping to the East Coast with the merchandise.
The Three Kings know this, so they've decided to pay the manager a visit at the P HQ. They are
going to kill the manager, to stop the stealing and also to teach others a lesson, that if you betray
The Three Kings, you forfeit your life.
"Well, what do we have here...?" --Says Jack Dorsey.
"It seems a couple of maggots are attempting to escape with one of our captive Alchemists"
--says Susan Wockiji, arrogantly, while she rubs the skin of a big Toad (the size of a basketball)
that she is holding in her arms.
Mark Zuckerberg is wearing a long sleeve shirt. He pulls up his left sleeve and extends his left
arm. His left arm is mechanical weapon and also a computer powered by Alchemic energy. Its
energy source come from the various (almost indestructive) 10G Towers that are located
throughout all of Silicon Valley.
The forearm part reveals a hologram-like computer screen and the computer does a reading
of Laura, Eric and James alchemy powers. They are low level, compared to theirs.
"These guys are a joke. We don't have time for this bullshit." --says Mark Zuckerberg, loudly.
"I let you go, but the little Alchemist stays here." --says Jack Dorsey, in a soft spoken gentleman

way.
You refuse to comply, and demand that The Three Kings step aside. As expected, they do not.
Eric Cochran tells you that the Three Kings are too powerful and that you should all escape.
You contentrate all of your willpower and shoot an increased Ignis fireball at the Three Kings, you
then tell everyone to run. Mark steps in front and knocks away the fireball with his left arm.

The fireball then ends up crashing into a car that was parked there, setting it on fire.
"How dare you defy us! You will never escape now!" --yells Mark Zuckerberg, as he starts to
ready his left arm, to turn it into a cannon that would blow you to pieces.
Jack steps in and tells Mark to take it easy. Susan Wockiji then steps in and pulls off an strange
looking insect. She then feeds the insect to the Toad. After eating it, the Toad jumps out of her
arms and it starts acting erratic and crazy. The Toad then mutates into an abominable Toad /
Insect hybrid, the size of a Cow.
Mark deploys an Invisible Force-field in the Area to prevent you from escaping.
You are outside the P HQ which means that you the 2nd amendmend, the right to bear arms is
unlocked.
You take out your hand gun and empty two clips on the Giant Toad. It is full of holes. Suddendly
the Toad starts excreting some disgusting substance through its skin and all the bullets came
out. No damage has been done.
You've no choice but to use martial arts, Laura's sword and Alchemy to defeat it. Your first Boss
Battle begins.
- Star Ocean: 2nd Evolution style battle -

Boss: Giant Alchemy Mutated Toad
Passive skills: Bulletproof
Toad attacks by jumping on you causing heavy damage. It can also knock you around with its
tongue. It can spit a disgusting substance that does damage and slows you down. Its special
attack, the Toad opens its mouth, wraps you around its tongue and swallows you. He then
chews you causing major damage, then spits you out.
After winning the battle, Laura rushes towards the Toad and starts hacking it to pieces with her
sword. The Toad is weakened. She steps back and you shoot Ignis at the Toad frying it
completely.
Susan Wockiji gets really mad and starts to curse at you in Polish language.
You are all exhausted. You are out of bullets and your Social Catalyst (Alchemy bracelet) broke
in half because of all the power you channel through with that last Ignis.
Laura vs Jack Dorsey
The Deplatforming of Laura

___________________________________________________________________________
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Dominion Veritas (3:00 PM)
The Deplatforming of Laura
(Jack Dorsey vs Laura Loomer sword duel)

"Argghhhh... my head. It hurts." You fall to your knees, unable to fight anymore.
"James!!!" --says Eric Cochran, while he rushes to you. He then extends his hand and uses his
Alchemy power of Healing on you, to prevent you from going into Alchemy Stasis.
The overuse of Alchemy in combat takes such a toll in your psyche that if not treated, it can
break your mind permanently.
"That was a good fight. But it seems that it was too much to take for your friends." --says Jack
Dorsey, to Laura Loomer.
Jack lits up a menthol cigarette.
"I will make you a deal. Knock the cigarette off my mouth with your sword, and I will allow you all
to leave." --says Jack Dorsey.
Laura unsheates her Medieval Longsword. And concentrates her mind, and through her Social
Catalyst, manifests her Alchemic self-buff powers into herself.

Boss Battle: Jack Dorsey, The Eastern (3rd) King of Silicon Valley.
Laura charges at Jack with her sword and unleashes a number of attacks. With Odin sheated,
he blocks all of them, as he smokes his cigarette.
Laura, seeing her efforts are not getting her any results, she then concentrates and instead of
buffing herself with Alchemy, she buffs her sword. Trading movement speed for power.
*Weapon Buff (New Alchemy tech learned)*
James O' Keefe, Laura Loomer, Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch and Zack Vorhies will learn new
techniques as they face great adversity and are forced to come up with ways to conquer them.

"Interesting..." --says Jack Dorsey.
"Ahhhhhhhhh" --screams Laura, while running and delivering a flurry of heavy attacks to Jack
with her strenghtened sword.
It is still not effective...
"I must hit him. I must hit him! I must hit him!!!!!!! Ahhhhhhh!!!!" --says Laura in her head.

Laura starts to realize that she is getting tired, and must make sure she lands her blow. She
knows that is not possible though...
She grabs her sword with her right hand and on the fly, channels all her Alchemy power and
delivers a heavy blow to Jack. Jack holds the attack with his unsheated Odin. Laura then
extends her left hand and grabs Jack's cigarette.
Jack, a little irritated, then uses the left palm of his hand and pushes Laura back about 10 feet.
Laura, while holding the cigarette, then looks at Jack, and breaks it in half.
"How rude. I was planning on finishing that..." --says Jack Dorsey.
"Now let us go!!!" --screams Laura, as she notices that Jack broke her Social Catalyst (Alchemic
Bracelet) with that push.
James O' Keefe recovers. Eric Cochran's Catalyst has broken. He used all of his will to restore
James's mind completely. None of you can use Alchemy now, therefore have no means to fight
against The Three Kings of Silicon Valley.
"I am a man of my word. You might go. Ladies first, after all, I am a gentleman." --says Jack
Dorsey.
Jack lifts up his left arm, and unleashes an Alchemic Technique in the form of a fierce "Whirlind"
that forms under Laura's feet, launching her ten stories high.
"Laura! Noooo!!!!" --you (James) scream, as Eric Holds and stop you from trying to catch her
before she falls.
Jack starts to unsheat Odin, in order to use the Zanzetsuken Alchemic technique, that releases
a shockwave that cuts through anything it hits, into a million pieces.
He stops though, after all he is a gentleman... It will only be too mean to cut a lady li ke that. So
instead, he lets Laura fall to her death.
Laura is suspended in the sky. At this point, she knows that once she fall to the ground, because
of the impact, she will be physically broken into pieces and die.
"No. Why... I am done. Am I?" --Laura thinks, as she is suspended in the sky, before falling to
her upcoming death.
"I'm done. I've got nothing left..."
Laura Loomer's life flashes before her eyes. She doesn't have much time before she falls, so out
of all memories, she must choose the one where she was most happy...
Tel aviv, Israel...
Laura's 4th birthday.
Laura's family sing happy birthday to Laura. Laura's father brings a big box wrapped in gift
paper.
"What is is Laura? Open it up! I Wanna see!!" --says her older sister to her.
Laura opens it up. It is a big Kite. With love, her father crafted it himself.

"You like it? Good. Cause we are going to fly it right now at the Baseball field! Let's go" --says
Laura's father.
The family heads for the baseball field.
They arm the kite and Laura flies the kite, while Israeli men play their game of baseball. The
wind blows the kite so strong, as if wants to just fly off on its own... Laura can't believe it.

Homerun!!! --the local Tel'aviv team scores.
As the Israeli baseball champion runs like crazy to score all the bases, the ball hits somewhere
outside the field, storming a nest of birds. The birds flock out of their nest, and start flying into
the sky, and hitting the kite, breaking the hold that Laura had on it...
The kite then starts to fly into the sky on its own.
"Noo!! My kite! Father put so much work into making it, I must get a hold of the thread!!" --says
Laura, as she starts running on the field trying to catch it... she then realizes that no matter how
much she runs, the Kite is in high in the sky, and that at that point, there is nothing she could do
about it.
"I wish I could fly. If I could fly... I would have gotten my Kite back that day. If I could fly, I would
not fall to my death today..."
Laura starts falling...
"No... I don't want to die... I am not ready to die!!!! arghhhhh...!!!!" --says Laura to herself, as she
starts crying in despair for her own life...
White and Black Wings then come out of Laura's back as she is falling. She then lands safetly,
on the ground instead of falling to her death.
Laura lands. Everyone is atonished.
"How is this possible!!!?? She doesn't have a Social Catalyst! She cannot perform Alchemy!"
--yells Susan Wockiji.
Mark Zuckerberg, opens the computer in his arm and analizes what just happened, as well
measures Laura's Alchemic Powers.
"She was able to use her Alchemy Powers to create her Wings by resonating her willpower to
survive with the Andromeda Channel (10G tower), without a Social Catalyst. Her Alchemic
Powers now matches our level." --says Mark Zuckerberg.
"This human woman poses a threat to our beautiful Utopia of a New World Order. Finish her
Jack!!" --says Susan Wockiji.
"Mmmm... she is not a threat, her powers are. Let us rid of those powers." --says Jack Dorsey.
The Three Kings of Silicon Valley extend their right hand and channel a beam of Alchemic powers
into Laura, bestowing her of her powers, and turning her from a 24 woman that can use Alchemy
powers without Social Catalysts, into a 14 year old with no Alchemy powers at all.

Laura falls unconcious.
"You are free to go. Take your friend with you. She needs rest." --says Jack Dorsey, as the

Three Kings walk into the Pinterest HQ to assassinate the manager before he escapes.
You, James, return to the Dominion HQ, carrying your brave friend, Laura in your arms.

Several days later...
Laura wakes up, and finds out that while her mind is of a 24 year old, and remembers
everything, she is trapped into a weak 14 year old girl, with no Alchemic powers.

This is the Alchemic Art of de-aging (de-platforming) a triple-tech that only The Three Kings of
Silicon Valley can use, when they combine their powers together.
There are only two ways to restore Laura's powers, one will be to transfer her 14 year old body
into a 24 year old homunculi, but such thing does not exist in 2030.
The other solution would be to put Laura into Alchemic Hormone Theraphy, allowing her to grow
up 10 times faster... however it is not safe, as she can develop terminal cancer in the process...
What can you do? You don't know yet... in the meantime, Laura Loomer, while she won't be
useful as a combatant, she still will help you James, by working in the Dominion as a
researcher... even though she can't fight anymore, she will be an invaluable asset as your main
story goes along...
Eric Cochran takes a look at the Ancient Alchemic Cauldron you inherit from your Grandfather.
The Alchemic Cauldron only works when its raining and it beams a hot rainbow light...
It is raining not long, and Eric is able to use the Cauldron to repair both of your Social Catalysts
(Alchemy Bracelets).
He explains to you that the Cauldron must be mechanically enhanced so it can work any time
regardless of whether it rains or not.
Cary Poarch, is a technical engineer that can upgrade the Cauldron to make it work regardless
of the weather. You must get Cary Poarch. So you head for the CNN HQ.
James O' Keefe, your second mission begins... good luck!!

To be Continued...
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Dominion Veritas (6:00 PM)
WHAT'S NEXT STORY-WISE
(Preview of some story upcoming notes)

-14 year old Laura Loomer remains as a researcher, giving you (James O Keefe) mission advice,

etc. In the time she spends a researcher for you in the Dominion, she goes through some
important story events, so in other words, the story of Laura Loomer, really begins here.

Eventually, as part of the main game story, you James, are able to restore her to become a 24
year old with her wings and all alchemic powers, after the Dominion gets raided by the Mark
Zuckerberg Robotic Forces, which get Stephen Gordon Killed... sadly.
Laura ultimately become a 24 year old adult with some Alchemic Theraphy along with her
extreme willpower to survive and help the Dominion. Laura will be right there with you before it is
time to destroy the Andromeda Ai god. And she will be an invaluable asset you will want to
consider before going to battle!

-The raid of the Dominion happens because of Oliver Darcy, the disgusting opportunist Rat.
Laura Loomer, 14 yr old, chains herself to the doors of the Alchemy Cauldron, in order to
prevent the robotic forces of Mark Zuckerberg to take it. Stephen Gordon then comes in to
destroy these forces, he succeeds, save Laura, but dies in the process... leaving Blind Jaime
White as the Manager of the Dominion.

-At this point, you, James have recruited enough whistleblowers and Veritas Army Generals
(Gregg Coppola, Ryan Hartwick, Zack McElroy, etc) so you declare all war to the Three Kings of
Silicon Valley, and front-face Invade all King's HQ and destroy them... ultimately you face
Andromeda, the Ai god, and destroy it, and save Silicon Valley, The United States of America
and the World.
As you are on your journey of trying to get to fight the Andromeda, you will be destroying 10G
(Andromeda frequency) Towers, liberating the people that under the mind control of the Three
Silicon Valley Kings.
The ending... you save the world James O' Keefe. All alchemy is disbanded and the world
returns to normal after you destroy the Three Kings of Silicon Valley, and Destroy Andromeda.
And you continue your endless journey of exposing government coverups, corruption, etc... hah,
you go back to the good old project veritas lifestyle. :)

THE END OF DOMINION VERITAS.
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Cary Poarch (The Mechanical Alchemy Engineer), The storming of CNN HQ, Brian Stelter (The
Creepy Death Clown Boss) and the release of Oliver Darcy (The disgusting Opportunist Rat).

"Where is Laura?" --asks Stephen Gordon, The Manager of the Dominion Veritas.

"She will not attend the briefing. She has a headache and is resting..." --respond Jaime, the War
advisor of the Dominion Veritas.
You walk in, James... holding your black coffee in your right hand.
"Everyone is here, good.."--says Stephen Gordon.
"What a sunny day outside! I would go out to the beach with my wife and kids to get some nice
Vitamin D3, if it wasn't going to rain like crazy tomorrow haha..." --jokes Stephen Gordon.
"The rain will be so hard tomorrow, the Alchemy Cauldron will beam so hot it will explode and
blow up the Dominion with all of us inside... gentlemen, we must evacuate immediately!! XD".
--keeps joking, Stephen Gordon.
"Alright, alright... time to get serious."
"Good Job James O' Keefe. We now have enough men to storm the CNN HQ, and get to Cary
Poarch. You are a hard working man, just like your Grand-father. Once we get Cary, with his
expertise in Alchemic Mechanical Enginering, he will upgrade the Alchemy Cauldron and we
won't have to wait till the next day it rains to use it."
"Fun fact: Cary Poarch not only can upgrade stuff, he can also build stuff that blows up!
Boooom!!! Yeahhh..."
"And Boom, Boom, Booooooom!!!! Is exactly what we are going to be doing tomorrow, during
the Heavy rain-storm, inside the CNN HQ!!!" --says Stephen Gordon.
"Mmmmm... and how are we going to do that, Steve?" --you, James O' Keefe, say, puzzled.
"You see, James... these Ten men standing beside you: They believe in truth, freedom and
justice, like you do, so they are here to assist us in tomorrow's mission." --interjects (blind man)
Jaime White, in the conversation, as he walk towards you with his blind stick.
"Most people have enough bravery to pick up a rifle, run up the hill and fight the enemy army,
but only a few would actually be brave enough to risk everything... their job, their reputation and
ultimately, their life".
"These men are BRAVE, and they are here to DO SOMETHING". --explains Jaime White, to
you, James O' Keefe.
"These Ten Brave Whistleblowers (Dominion Veritas Soldiers) will attack the front entrance of
the CNN HQ. While they cause a ruckus at the entrance, Jeff Zucker, The Manager of CNN HQ,
will send backup security."
"Once Heavy Security is on the way to assist at the entrance, Cary Poarch will detonate some
explosive Alchemic Bombs inside, causing chaos, and dispersing internal forces further..."

"As for you, James... you are a master of disguise. During the ruckus going on outside, you will
infiltrate CNN HQ. Once inside, you will knock out one of the employees and disguise yourself
as him. Then you have to find Cary, he is in the 24th Floor of the HQ. He leaked us the Map of
the entire Building". --says Stephen Gordon.
"A solo mission then..." --you, James O' Keefe reply.
"Eric Cochran will be with you. With his Alchemy powers, he will be able to heal you and cure

status ailments caused by the enemy. And thats not to say, he knows how to use a handgun,
just like you". --says Stephen Gordon.
A mysterious red-haired 12 year old girl walks in the room...
"Oh yeah, Agent M too. How can I say this... before the 24th floor, there is an internal clown
theme park at the CNN HQ. It was set up as an advanced security measure to prevent
unauthorized access of the 24th floor, where the Mechanical Engineers are".
"Agent M, will traverse these playgrounds, disable the security mechanisms for you, and then
you go get Cary Poarch". --says Stephen Gordon.
It is dawn. You all go to bed. Then the day of the mission begins. You wake up, it is raining hard
outside. You put on your clothes, and get ready. Everyone awaits you at the Mission Briefing
Room.
"James O' Keefe. It is almost time. Once you depart to the CNN HQ, the mission begins. Make
sure you check your Equipment..." --says Jaime White.
James O' Keefe checks his equipment...
Weapon: Glock 19 (Handgun) // 9 rounds.
Social Catalyst LV2 (Alchemy Bracelet)
Gems Equipped: ATK+, Ignis Damage UP.
Ring 1: Lucky Charm (Effect: ????)
Ring 2: EMPTY
Ring 3: EMPTY
Ring 4: EMPTY
You look at at the ring in your index finger. It has a Lucky Charm Ring on it...
"I wish I was there to storm the CNN HQ with you James, but I am just a 14 year old girl now
with short hair. I have no HEMA skills, I've no ALCHEMY powers. I'm sorry that I cannot be of
more assistance to you and the Dominion Veritas".
"Take this Lucky Charm Ring with you. What it does, I don't know, but it is my most precious
treasure, and I want you to have it, because you are my best friend! Good luck James!!" --you
remember, Laura Loomer saying to you before you headed to the Briefing Room.
You head to the CNN HQ. The Ten Brave Whistleblowers attack the front guards, and a battle
ensues. While they fight, bombs start exploding inside the CNN HQ. As predicted by Stephen
Gordon, Jeff Zucker, the manager, sends Heavy Forces outside to repel the invasion. You then
manage to infiltrate the CNN HQ.
Inside the CNN HQ, you find lowly employees chewing on BBQ Pringles and drinking Diet Pepsis
while ranting about leftist politics, you approach them and with your martial arts skills, you beat t hem
up. You and Eric disguise as them, as well take their IDs. You take the elevator...

For security purposes, all elevators only take you 10 floors up, in other words you must take two
elevators and once you are at Floor 20, you must travel through the stairs, then Agent M, who is
with you, will travel through the 22nd floor.

Your disguise works until you reach Floor 20, by then, Jeff Zucker already figured the plan, and
knows there are intruders on the way to the Mechanical Alchemy 23rd Floor. As you get out of
the elevator, CNN forces await you.
You fight them, James O' Keefe. You bloody them, and they bloody you, many times, but it
doesn't matter, because everytime you are about to die, Eric Cochran is there to Heal your
wounds. After some heavy struggle, you finish them all, and you finally make it to the 22nd
Floor...
The 22nd floor. It looks like a children's playground. Agent M throws a pebble she had been
holding with her. The pebble hits somewhere in the floor where it look like like a path written with
chalk where you are supposed to jump through. Suddendly, a guillotine starts swinging. This
place... its full of medieval traps!
The playground is set up for children, so Agent M, as a child, is the only one that can traverse
through it. Agent M goes through the playground, she survives some traps. As she proceeds
forward, the puzzles in the playground become too much for her. James O' Keefe, you are an
adult, you must guide her forward... if you fail, she will die and you will never reach Cary
Poarch... you must tell her what to do now.
(PLAYER CHOICE BASED GAMEPLAY)

To be continued...

The next Note:
-Brian Stelter, the Creepy Death Clown (Boss Fight)
-Cary Poarch, The Mechanical Engineer
___________________________________________________________________________
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Dominion Veritas (11:00 AM)
*
In the previous note, Agent M used pebbles to throw at the floor to make sure its safe to
cross the playground. Instead of her using pebbles, she will throw quarters (25c). She will be
carrying a bag of quarters (10 USD) with her, as it looks more congruent to the story. You do not
find pebbles in well swept and mopped buildings, that's why I am changing it. * --Charles Gabriel

Brian Stelter, The Creepy Killer Clown
"Agent M is stuck James! We have to do something or she will die... --says Eric Cochran to
you.

But what can you do...? You cannot traverse the Death Playground. James O' Keefe, Agent M's
life is entirely in your hands now. If she dies, it is entirely your fault. Guide Agent M through the
rest of the Death Playground.
(PLAYER CHOICE BASED SCENARIO)
Paralized in fear, Agent M starts to cry while standing put...
"Calm down. I am here with you. I am going to guide you through. Do exactly as I tell you to!"
--you, James, say to Agent M.
You observe the entire Death Playground... Agent M is standing at the center. She must get to
the other end, so she can dismantle all the traps, allowing you to get to the 23rd floor.
Agent M has 5 USD in quarters left. The other 5 USD she already used to get to the center.
Throwing quarters around allow you to trigger traps and or tell you if its safe to step forward.
Once Agent M runs out of money, she will go at it blindly... whether she makes it or not, its up to
you James!!
You guide Agent M. She starts spending her money, walking, crawling and jumping where
necessary. She avoids all traps, thanks to your guidance. As she is about to reach the end to
touch the mechanism that disables the Death Playground, she runs out of money.
She is so close... its just a hunch you have, but you tell her to run for it, as fast as she can. She
runs, and as she does, spikes start coming out of the floor behind her.
"Keep Running! Don't stop now!!" --says Eric Cochran to her.
Agent M make it to the other end. As soon as she does, she operates the mechanism. She
finally disables all of the traps of the Death Playground.
As the Death Playground dismantles, it changes form. What used to be a Sick Sinister Children
Playground, now became a empty waste of space.
Eric and You start to cross the area.
"Ahhhhhhhh!!!" --screams Agent M, as she is being grabbed by crane that detached from the
roof, out of nowhere.
The crane drops Agent M inside a giant vending machine that appears in the center area where
she was previously standing before.
The vending machine is full of Chucky Killer dolls. The Chucky dolls, in a scary voice tell her
they are going to kill her. The Chucky dolls are armed with sharp knives, but they only have
enough battery energy to terrorize Agent M verbally. Once the battery is full, they will stab Agent
M multiple times, until she dies.
You have 10 minutes, before battery is full. The button to stop the recharging is on the outside of
the machine. You run towards the machine to stop it.
As you run, a creepy van playing fast-forwarded ice cream music, comes out of nowhere and
tries to run you over. Eric and you avoid the hit and run.
The van stands in front of you. The driver rolls down the tilted window. A creepy killer
pedophile-looking clown's bald face can be seen.

"CANDY! CAAAANNNDDDYYYY! I GOT LOTS OF CANDY!!! COME INSIDE MY VAN! SO YOU
CAN EAT MY CANDY! --says Brian Stelter, The Creepy Pedophile-looking Killer Clown.
You demand the Brian Stelter to move out the way so you can get Agent M out of the Vending
Machine.
"YOU DON'T WANT MY CANDY!? WHY NOT? IT IS DELICIOUS!! YOU INSULT ME, I AM
GOING TO RUN YOU OVER!!!" --says Brian Stelter, pissed, you refused his offer.
Brian Stelter presses hard on the accelerator and drives the Creepy Van towards you. You and
Eric avoid the hit and run. You then quickly run towards the Vending Machine to press the button
to disable the battery charge of the Chucky killer dolls.
However, it does not work. You then whip out your Glock 19 and start shooting at the glass to
break it. It does nothing. You are of bullets...
Frustrated, you then concentrate your mind and all of your psyche and shoot Ignis at it. You
can at least, see a small crack in the glass.
The van comes rushing towards you. Eric and You avoid the hit and run again, and the
creepy van crashes into the vending machine. A bigger glass crack appears.
If the van keeps hitting the machine, the glass will eventually break and liberate Agent M.
She can escape before all the Chucky killer dolls activate and stab her to death.

Boss Battle: BRIAN STELTER (Creepy Killer Pedophile-looking Clown)
*
Avoid all hit and runs from Brian Stelter. Make him crash into the Machine many times.
After enough hits on the Vending Machine, it will be so weak that you can use Ignis on it and
break the glass, liberating Agent M. *
Creepy Killer Pedophile-looking Clown, Brian Stelter keeps trying to run you and Eric over, but
instead he keeps crashing on the Vending Machine. After the glass is full of cracks, you blow it
with Ignis. You grab Agent M, with Eric, and then you all run to the 23rd floor.
As you get there, the Chucky killer dolls finally activate. They whip out their knives and
run around the area, looking for people to stab to death.
Brian Stelter is the only one there, so they all come towards him, while screaming "I am going to
kill you!!" And stab him hundreds of times, until he dies. Then they all run out of battery and stop
their actions.
The 23rd floor of CNN HQ... finally, you have made it here. Now it is time to find Cary Poarch...
You start searching everywhere for him. You do not want look suspicious, so you use some
social engineering verbal skills, that you learned from Chris Hadnagy book... and eventually
find out Cary Poarch.
You explain to Cary Poarch that you need him to fix the Alchemic Cauldron so it can operate
anytime instead of only operating only when it rains. He, just like you, believe in truth, justice and
freedom, so he joins your cause.
There are emergency stairs on the back of the 23rd floor, you head there and escape. As you

are all escaping the building, through his employment communicator, Cary Poarch hears a
message from Jeff Zucker, the manager of the CNN HQ.
"We have killed four of the assailants that attacked the entrance. The other six, we have
in custody on the 15th floor intruder prison floor".
Running down the emergency stairs, you all are about to reach the 15th floor... do you keep
going down? Or do you stop at the 15th floor to save the whistleblowers?? You swore an
oath, James O' Keefe... that you got the back, of anyone that joins the Dominion Veritas.
You cannot leave them behind... so, through the back stairs, you enter the 15th floor, where
the prison is...
There are guards protecting the cells. Cary Poarch, Eric Cochran and You fight them and knock
them out all.
The cells are reinforced with Uranium, the only way to free all the prisoners, including the
whistleblowers is to detonate the mechanism that electronically seal the doors.
Cary Poarch set bombs and detonates them, freeing the entire prison. Your whistleblowers are
freed... but not just them... from the back of your eye, you notice a disgusting rat walking out,
and then escaping (Oliver Darcy)...
Who it is?? You don't have time to find out... CNN security is coming... so you head out, through
the emergency stairs.
You reach the bottom, and head back to the Dominion Veritas HQ.
The mission was a success. Cary Poarch takes a look at the Cauldron. He can make the
Cauldron operate without rain, but for him to do so, he needs advance parts...
Google, INC. Is an advance HQ, they have the parts available. You will have to infiltrate Google
HQ. But can you? Its security is even worse than the CNN HQ. You just don't have the
manpower to achieve this.
You don't know what to do... after a few days, News break of the "terrorist" attack of CNN HQ...
the local media rolls a Silicon Valley based poll, and it shows that a lot people sympathize with
your cause of Truth, Freedom and Justice, James O' Keefe... you have made a name for
yourself.
Your heroic actions against Tyranny, combined with the destruction of the 10G towers, have
allowed the nearby population of Silicon Valley to think for themselves... in their awakening, they
approve of you.
Eventually, you get a message from Zack Vorhies, a worker from Google Inc. He has been
watching you, and desires to defect from the tyrannical order of The Three Kings of Silicon
Valley. He escapes Google and heads towards you, with the parts necessary for Cary Poarch to
fix the Cauldron...
All this time, he has been communicating with you... midway, Zack gets stopped by the corrupt
Silicon Valley Police. They know what Zack is up to, and they are they to prevent him from
getting to you... You load your Glock 19, gather Eric and Cary and get ready.
You must meet Zack Vorhies, stop the corrupt police who are working for Google INC interest,
and are trying to kill him. Your next mission begins, James O' Keefe... Save Zack Vorhies!!

godspeed!!!

To be continued...
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Domion Veritas (2:00 PM)
Some explanation about the overall story of DV.

-Agent M, is a 12 year old child. Why are children, working for the Dominion? Well, they are not
children. Agent M was a 22 year old woman, that was working for Facebook HQ (Mark
Zuckerberg territory). She was deplatformed (de-aged) just like Laura Loomer, after she
defected to the Dominion Veritas.
Most of the "children" that you will see in this story, are not children, but actual adults that have
been turned into children, since they pose a threat to the Three Kings of Silicon Valley.
Throughout the Dominion Veritas game, James O' Keefe (you, the player that controls him) will
come to an entire town area, that is full of children... this was once a town, full of adults that
threatened the reign of the Three Silicon Valley Kings, so they all got turned into children...

In the real world, Agent M story is inspired by the female Facebook whistleblower that leaked
stuff to Project Veritas, which the real James O' Keefe never reveal her identity. I don't know
what she looks like, but I know for a fact that she has red hair... I gave her the name of Agent M,
as a homage to Emily Whitehurst, the talented underrated Musician that I am a fan of.
Most of the Dominion Veritas notes, I write while I have been drinking... drinking hurts me
physically, but mentally and emotionally, allows me to focus of my full round of emotions while I
think about the people that I base my story from...
All notes of the Dominion Veritas, so far, I winged them on the fly, after drinking... without little
planning... I hope you like them.
--Charles Gabriel, writer and overall creator of the Dominion Veritas fiction story.
And an addemdum to this author commentary note...
There is a heavy country of origin - heritage
Emphasis, on the overall story. James O' Keefe, while in reality he is of Irish-American descent,
in my fictional story, he is a pure-breed Irish man. Laura Loomer is pure Jewish breed. Heritage
nationalism, play a big part in my story, some people have a problem with that, to all of you who
have an issue, all I can say to you is...
I keep my fictional material accurate, with reality. And reality in this case of my story is all about
white irish, american and jewish people, etc. And as my job, as I said before is to create the best

story, based with the realistic material I am dealing with...
To all of you who want to cancel me, go ahead. Take everything from me, I will never bow or
change anything I write about the Dominion Veritas. Everything will remain as I see fit. :)
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Dominion Veritas
General description of the two DLCs of the game "The Black Alchemist" and "Project
DRAGONFLY".

6/6/2021 (9:30 PM)
I was planning to write this on the 3rd of June 2021, but then out of nowhere I got inspired to
write the final battle of the game instead... anyway, here are the details of the two DLCs:

"Google's Project Dragonfly" DLC
Google INC has been working with the CCP (Communist Chinese Party) to develop an Alchemic
weapon shaped as a Giant Dragonfly that can track and kill chinese dissidents.
Before this deadly weapon hits the shore to be shipped to China, James O' Keefe, you must
destroy it. If you fail, it will be the end of Free Speech in China, and also the end of all lives, for
all those who love truth, freedom, and justice, in China.
The CCP already puts dissidents on conentration camps and traffic their organs after they are
done with their job... with this weapon they will be able to traffic everyone's organs regardless of
their political alliegance.
In this side adventure, travel to the California Port, to stop the shipment of the "Dragonfly"
weapon.
With your Dominion Veritas army, you head for the Southern California Port, where the weapon
will be shipped.
Your Veritas Army fight off all the guards protecting the weapon. They succeed, however, the
weapon awakens, and you must destroy it.
The Dragonfly, shaped as an actual Dragonfly, flies around, dropping killer maggots that rush at
you and your allies. The maggots have face-recognition software installed, so they can track
you.
Once the maggots track you, they get close to you and explode, ultimately killing you. Your army
fight the maggots, and they kill some of them. They position themselves as to attract them, so
you can make your way into the Dragonfly.
James O' Keefe, this is your opportunity to strike down the Dragonfly. GO FOR IT!!

Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch, Zack Vorhies and you James O' Keefe, knowing that the maggots
are distracted fighting your Veritas Army, you head to attack the Dragonfly.
Boss Battle: Google's Dragonfly
You engage the Dragonfly. You then hit with it Alchemic Attacks. The Dragonfly is equipped with
a special shield that blocks Alchemic attacks...
You should've known, James, that the CCP wouldn't pay millions of dollars to Google INC if their
weapon could be destroyed that easily...
The Dragonfly starts to fly around you, while it does, it deploys an orange myst...
What is this? Suddendly, no one can use Alchemy.
"We can't use use Alchemy... fuck it! We got guns still! Shoot the motherfucker!!" --says Zack
Vorhies.
You all listen to Zack's suggestion, and then whip out your guns, and attempt to shoot it down...
You shoot like there is no tomorrow, however... it does no damage at all, since the Dragonfly
is equipped with bulletproof plates too.
"We can't use Alchemy, nor bullets... What the hell do we do here then? This thing is immortal!!"
--says Cary Poarch.
"James, no matter what we do... we can't hurt this thing. I don't know what we are going to do
here, but all I know... if this thing makes it to China and the CCP gets a hold of it, many
innocent chinese will die... think of a way to defeat it!!" --says Eric Cochran to you.
While you, and your friends are taking cover, wondering what to do... James O' Keefe, you
think of a plan...
"Attack the Dragonfly!! Attack The Dragonfly enough and it will release its exploding maggots!
Once they start chasing you, run towards the Dragonfly, and bait them into exploding into them
into the Dragonfly!!" --you order everyone.
The maggots explode into the Dragonfly, dropping its invincible shield. You and your party
then attack it with everything it got. After repeating this process, You eventually destroy it, and
stopping the CCP from getting this deadly weapon.
Good job James O' Keefe.
The CCP under Xi Ging Ping had been hurting the people of China for ages now... with the
Dragonfly in his command, he could've hurt them even more... but you stopped it, and stopped
him from being the ultimate supreme lord of China. Fuck Xi Ging Ping!!
You return to the Dominion Veritas HQ... your next mission: Kill Susan Wockiji, the Southern
Queen of Silicon Valley.

End of Project Dragonfly DLC.

Author comment:
The CCP in real life, under the command of Xi Ging Ping aka Winnie the Poo, sends anyone that
critizes his evil anti-human communism reign of death, famine and terror to concentration work
camps. After putting these putting these people in camps, he then selects the healthier
prisoners, kill them, and sell their organs to western countries like the USA.
Thats how China boosts their economy, besides deploying bio weapons such as Covid-19, when
they can't compete, from their LV4 Bioweapon Lab located in Wuhan. I am no fan of the CCP.
Fuck the CCP. And this is where the inspiration from this DLC came from... it came from the
unheard chinese victim out there".
-- Charles Gabriel, creator of Dominion Veritas.
"The Black Alchemist" DLC

To be continued...
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"If you want PEACE, prepare for WAR" (The Final Battle)

Dec. 22nd, 2030 (Winter Season), Google, INC underground Alchemic Lab.
"Look! James..." --says Eric Cochran to you.
"Ahhh, this is where the Last Boss is at." --says Zack Vorhies.
"All these battles... we have finally made it." --says Cary Poarch.
The Giant Door is locked. You can see a security mechanism on the right side. It only read
Fingerprints...
You open your pocket and take out Zundar Pichai's (Google INC manager) mechanical hand,
that Laura cut off earlier with her sword, after you killed him.
"Let me have it, James." --says Laura Loomer (24yr old adult/all alchemy powers) to you.
Laura walks towards Jaime White (Blind Manager of the Dominion Veritas) and gives him
Zundar's Hand.
He operates the mechanism. The giant door opens slowly. You take a look inside: Darkness.
Endless Darkness is all you can see.
"Inside, is Andromeda, The Quantum Ai god created by the now deceased Three Kings of
Silicon Valley."
"We have the entire place surrounded by our 100 Men Dominion Veritas Army."

"You can stop a man, but you can't stop an army... you made your statement a reality James O'
Keefe. Nothing can stop us now!"--says Jaime White to you.
You look down, and you touch your heart with your right hand. As you close your eyes, you
reminisce about all the war effort you and your Veritas army put into, to get to this point...

"Once you enter the darkness, and face Andromeda, there will be no tur ning back. Are you
ready, James?" --asks Jaime White.
You open your eyes, you turn around. Eric Cochran, Laura Loomer, Cary Poarch, Zack Vorhies,
Ryan Hartwick, Gregg Coppola and the rest of your Veritas Generals, Infiltrators, Agents and
Whistleblowers stand in front of you.
You don't have much time, still... would you like to say something before you face your final
enemy...?
"We have been through a lot. Some of you have been injured, and some of you have died, in the
end... here we stand, at the end of our war for truth, justice and freedom! You were BRAVE, and
you did EVERYTHING. Thank you for all of your hard work. I have only thing to do now...
Destroy Andromeda!! I got this." --you say, to your army.
You turn around and enter the darkness... and the Final Battle begins...
PARTY MEMBERS: Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch, Zack Vorhies. Guest Party: Laura Loomer.

Andromeda, The Quantum AI god (Last Boss Phase 1) (11:00 AM)
You and your party members run towards a dark straight road... all the lights go up, and
Andromeda, The Quantum Ai god reveals herself...
A mechanical being powered by Alchemy, in the form of a giant beautiful perfect looking woman
is seen...
"Commencing self-defense operations..." --says the Andromeda.
She spread her huge mechanical wings. She also open compartments revealing Alchemic Laser
Canons. Ultimately, she opens her mouth and spits out babies that suddendly transform into
Alchemic Soldiers.
"I posess all knowledge and power across the Silicon Valley, and soon the world. I am the only
source of Alchemy that exist. Without me, Humans are nothing." --says Andromeda, as she
deploys her soldiers to attack you.
Final Boss: Andromeda The Quantum Ai god ( Andromeda Phase 1)
Martial Arts do nothing to Andromeda. (2nd and Ultimate Amendment unlocked infinitely)
You and your party fight the Alchemic Soldiers and Andromeda. As you keep killing the soldiers,
she keeps producing more of them.
Cary Poarch unloads a Glatling Gun and starts blasting through Andromeda's Children.
Zack Vorhies kill some of them with his Sniper Rifle.

While they fight, Laura, Eric and You run towards Andromeda to attack.
She starts shooting devastating Alchemic lasers in order to kill you. With luck, Laura and you
avoid the attacks, but one of the lasers hit Eric, incapacitating him.
"Go on without me!!" --says Eric, while using his Alchemic Powers to heal himself.
Laura and you reach Andromeda, and unleash all sorts of sword, gun and alchemy attacks on
her. She slams her wings on the ground and unleashes tentacles that try to pierce you.
You persevere through the onslaught of close attacks, and after some time, all of her soldiers
die.
Your entire party, then bands together and unleash everything they got on Andromeda,
ultimately weaking her.
"Hell yeahhh!!!" --yells Zack Vorhies.
"You are done!!!" --yells Cary Poarch as he wastes every bullet from his Galting Gun on her.
"Ultima!!!!" --You scream, unleashing the Ultimate Alchemy technique. A powerful sphere that
combines all elements, that destroys everything in its path. A technique, that you developed
through all the adversity you went through, in this endless war.
Andromeda is destroyed.
You all stand, and watch she dismantles into several pieces... she then explodes.
A blinding flash of light happens. After it subsides, you look up, and a beautiful 5' 9"" perfect
looking naked woman being descends on the ground.

Immortal Alchemic god of Death and Suffering (Last Boss Phase 2)
"Humans. You have fought well. I am Andromeda. The Immortal Alchemic god of Death and
Suffering. You threaten my New World Order. Die!!" --says Andromeda to you.
Final Boss: Alchemic god of Death and Suffering (Andromeda Phase 2)
"What the hell!? We just killed this bitch!" --says Zack Vorhies
Andromeda spreads her wings, made of Alchemic energy. In both her hands, she then forms a
scythe made of Alchemic energy. She then flies towards you.
"This is it!!" --yells Cary Poarch.
"Watch out James!" --says Eric Cochran to you.
Andromeda starts unleashing a flurry of scythe slashes to you all. As you get hit, you hit her
back with everything...
Gatling gun barrage of shots, Sniper rifle precicion shots, Sword slashes, and Alchemy... it does
nothing to Andromeda.
The battle continues... it is pointless. No matter what you do, no damage is done to Andromeda.

Frustrated and not knowing what to do, while getting hurt by Andromeda's attacks... you reach a
point where you just want to give up.
"This is the end for you, humans..." --say Andromeda.
Andromeda steps back and spread her alchemic wings. She is going to do an unleash of
Alchemic force that will kill you all at once. She screams and rainbow colored beams of light
surround her...
As she is about to unleash this devastating attack, Laura Loomer steps forward.
Laura then channels her entire inner psyche and absorbs Andromeda's alchemic energy into herself,
preventing the release of her attack, stunning her and ultimately, making her vulnerable.

"Arrgghhhh... attack her now, James!!" --screams Laura, as she feels excrutiating pain inside
for stealing Andromeda's alchemic energy.
Except for Laura, everyone attacks Andromeda and hurt her badly.
"Andromeda will attack with her scythe, after she thinks she can kill you all at once, she will
unleash her ultimate alchemic attack. Wait for her to charge her Alchemic energy, I will absorb
it. When I do, kill her!!" --says Laura Loomer.
As the battle goes on, Laura keeps absorbing Andromeda's Alchemic Energy, while
everyone tries to destroy her.
Andromeda is almost dead... as an ultimate desperation attack, she spreads her wings and
channels all Alchemic energy that exist in all of Silicon Valley, in order to destroy James O'
Keefe and everyone else fighting her...
"Don't!! Don't do it. It will kill you." --you, James say to Laura as she readies herself to absorb
Andromeda's ultimate Alchemic Attack.

Veritas Ultimatum (Laura Loomer's Death)
"The purpose of my life... Truth. Justice and Freedom. Thats why I joined you. We all die in the
end... no matter what we do. What we leave behind, transcends on. The courage to fight the
ultimate destruction, will inspire others to fight for the same idea ls that we do today. Tell my story
James, after I am gone..." --says Laura Loomer to you.
Andromeda unleashes her ultimate attack. As it is about to kill everyone, Laura Loomer
absorbs all of it.
She writhes in pain inside. She screams endlessly as her life is being destroyed... she then
channels all of this destructive alchemic energy into her sword, transforming it from a simple
medieval longsword, into the "Veritas Ultimatum".
Laura Loomer dies.
"Noooo!!" --you scream.
Andromeda, after unleashing this ultimate attack, has been extremely weakened. She readies
her innate recovery techniques... hurry James O' Keefe... pick up the Veritas Ultimatum, and
kill Andromeda!!

You pick up the Veritas Ultimatum. Laura's Sword imbued with all of Andromeda's Alchemic
Energy. You run towards her and stab her right in her heart. After her screaming in pain
and suffering, she then explodes. Andromeda, is finally destroyed.

Your final battle is over...

Dominion Veritas - Ending
You, head out of Google INC HQ, carrying Laura's corpse in your arms. Your entire army heads
out as well.
Now that Andromeda is destroyed for good, you bury Laura Loomer. On top of her grave, you
erect the statue of a female warrior with her four wings spread, as to symbolize her heroism.
The endless war is finally over. All the remaining members of the Dominion Veritas Army pay
respect to Laura's sacrifice...
They all, then go on to to live their lives in freedom and peace. Silicon Valley, has been way too
much for you, so you return to your home back in New York City.
You then resume your work as an investigative journalist... and your next mission begins, James
O' Keefe, cause your personal war for world truth, freedom and justice never ends...
Dominion Veritas -- The End.
--Story, plot and dialogue, entire gameplay mechanics, created by: Charles Gabriel
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Dominion Veritas (9:30 PM)
Whats next for DM notes...

-Dominion Veritas DLC details
-Susan Wockiji (Final Boss) event
-Mark Zuckerberg (Final Boss) event
-Jack Dorsey (Final Boss) event
-Dominion Veritas OST (if the game had one)
-The raid on the Dominion Event

-List of Alchemic techniques.
-Silicon Valley, tour.
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Dominion Veritas (2:00 PM)
"The Black Alchemist" DLC

Omar Jamal, "The Black Alchemist"
(recruitable Veritas Army General)
Autumn season of 2030... James O' Keefe, you've spent your days destroying many 10G
Towers, liberating a lot of the people of Silicon Valley from the mind control of The Three Kings...
thwarting their plans.
"Well... we are done here. Lets go home now." -says Eric Cochran, after you are
done destroying the last 10G tower that you all planned to do.
You all head to your base of operations, the Dominion Veritas HQ.
Its late. And man... are you hungry right now! Before going to bed, you sit down to eat
dinner with Eric, Cary, Zack, Laura and Jaime.
"Its delicious!!" --says Eric Cochran as he stuffes his mouth.
"They are called Fallafels. They eat this a lot in my country of origin, Israel. Glad you like them".
--says Laura to him, while she fills her fork with white rice, and eats.
"You are a good cook, Laura. Thank you for cooking for us tonight". --says Jaime White.
"I wish I wasn't just a cook..." --responds Laura Loomer (14 year old)
"You've good enough. Let us handle all the fighting now. Stay here in the Dominion... you
are safe here." --you, James O' Keefe, say to Laura Loomer.
You all eat. Everyone leaves... except Jaime.
You get up from your chair.
"Wait, James..." --says Jaime White.
Jaime takes out a small box, and hands it to you.
"You've got a package..." --says Jaime White.
You open the package...
Inside the box, you find an advanced Alchemic Bracelet.

"An Alchemic Bracelet! How come!? This package came from Minnesota! Alchemy does not
exist outside Silicon Valley". --surprised, says Jaime White.
You search the package and find a letter...
"Greetings, James O' Keefe. My name is Omar Jamal. I am a Black Alchemist here in
Minnesota. Well... I was. You have my Advanced Alchemic Bracelet now, so I cannot use any
of my powers anymore..."
"I need your help. It is election season here in Minesotta. An evil woman named Ilhan Omar,
is using Alchemic powers in order to stay in Political Power forever."
"She has an army of soldiers that she controls through a huge 10G tower on top of her HQ.
These soldiers, terrorize my humble Arab community with violence and alchemy".
"Vote Ilhan Omar this year, or you and your entire family will die. Her soldiers demand..."
"They once came to my house. I refused to vote for anyone, because I don't give a shit
about politics... They then told me they will kill my wife and kids. The ne xt thing, I found
myself in a bloody fight!"
"I am an expert in cqc, so after a hard battle, I managed to kill all the soldiers. I then took one of
their Bracelets and put them on... and thats when I discovered Alchemy."
"Ever since this happened, I became an Alchemist myself. Wondered by this newfound power,
I started investigating the origin of it... and eventually, I found out about you, and the work that
you are doing in Silicon Valley".
"We all have the right to vote for who we want. We all have the right to not vote, if we don't want
to. This idea of having people coercing us with threats of violence, its fascism. Help me James.
Lend me your powers, so I can defeat Ilhan Omar, so my people can be free... so my people can
vote for whoever the fuck they want to, or not vote at all!!" --writes Omar Jamal, "The Black
Alchemist".
Google INC has granted Ilhan Omar Alchemic powers and created the 10G Tower in
Minesotta. It is the beginning part of their plan, to expand their reign across the USA, in order to
ultimately dominate it... after that, they plan to dominate every place of the world, and become
the ruling gods of earth themselves.
James O' Keefe, you must head to Minesotta, kill Ilhan Omar and her army, liberate the humble
Arab community and ultimately stop the expansion of reign of The Three Silicon Valley Kings
across the USA, and ultimately, the world!!!
You pack your bags, you form your Veritas Army and head out... next destination, Minesotta,
USA.
Your next adventure begins...

To be continued...

Author comment:

The Black Alchemist DLC story... was inspired by the video Project Veritas made about Ilhan Omar,
involving Omar Jamal, the brave whistleblower that exposed the voter fraud in Minesotta.

In real life, in Minesotta, poor Arab US citizens are coerced involuntarily into voting for Ilhan
Omar, through many means, such as collecting multiple ballots... illegally. This is how Ilhan
Omar became a member of Congress.
You do your research, and you keep wondering why unsavory people like Ilhan Omar and
the Squad keep getting political power... and this why... They cheat their way into power. No
one voluntarily votes for them, cause they just fucking suck!!
Anyway, this is one of my favorite stories covered by Project Veritas, and I am very happy to
write the rest of this fictional DLC adventure, involving Omar Jamal, of Dominion Veritas!
--Charles Gabriel, creator of the Dominion Veritas.
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Exploration Gameplay details...

Yellow Mustang
Online Store
The Silicon Valley Mall
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Dominion Veritas (3:00 PM)
Susan Wockiji Last words..., The price of War, The birth of "Ultima".

Susan Wockiji Last Words
"Any last words, Susan...?" --you, James O' Keefe, ask Susan Wockiji, as you point your Glock
19 at her heart.
"Tak... (Yes...)"
"Spierdalaj cwel!! (Fuck off, faggot!!!)" --responds Susan Wockiji, as she spits blood from her
mouth, and lies on the floor." --responds Susan Wockiji.
"I have defeated you. I now claim dominion over the Wockiji territory. Once I destroy your 10g
tower, and the Andromeda influence ceases, everyone will come back to their senses, and see

you for the controlling tyrant that you were". --you say to Susan Wockiji.
"Look at you, you little Chuj (dick). Standing in front of me... pretending to be so moral, but your methods
are no different than ours... pierdol się!! (Fuck you!!), fuck your mother too!" --responds

Susan Wockiji, as more blood comes out from her mouth.
"Yes. My methods are unconventional. Its the only way, to achieve Truth, Justice and Freedom. If I
were to ask you about your nefarious actions, you would simply deny it, and that would be it."

"However... if I were to infiltrate your organization, recruit whistleblowers that worked for you,
and so on, you wouldn't be able to deny anything. There is one face you show up when you are
in public, and another one you show when you think no one is watching you." --you respond to
Susan Wockiji.
You aim your Glock 19 at Susan Wockiji. As you are about to kill her, she starts crying... as she
cries, she screams in anger. And then she bleeds to death... Susan Wockiji dies...
You put your gun down.
You approach Susan. Her eyes are open still, with tears of infinite sadness in them... you then
close her crying eyes...
"Our battle here is done. Destroy the 10G Tower! And raise the flag of the Dominion Veritas. The
flag of Truth, Freedom and Justice!" --you shout to your Veritas Army.
Your army obeys. They destroy the 10G tower, and the minds of the people who reside in the
Wockiji territory are free.
Susan Wockiji has been defeated. The Wockiji Territory is now in the control of the Dominion
Veritas. Well done.
This is the United States of America. We have the freedom to live our lives as we fit, to express
ourselves freely, etc. Freedom: It is our right given to us by God. There is no place for any King
or Queen here.
Months of this ongoing war against the Three Kings of Silicon Valley, finally, some progress you
have made, James O' Keefe.
Its been a long day... its time to return home. Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch, Zack Vorhies and you,
along with your Veritas Army soldiers, return to the Dominion Veritas HQ.

The Price of War (3:45 PM)
"Absolut Vodka. A real man's drink. This will fuck you up hard, I'm telling you... my favorite drink
of all time. Stephen Gordon will get drunk tonight". --says Zack Vorhies.
"Champagne, a better suitable alcoholic beverage to celebrate". --suggests Cary Poarch.
"Pussy..." --responds Zack Vorhies.
Zack Vorhies, opens the 20oz of Absolut Vodka, as he puts his Sniper Rifle next to him, in the
Car.
He takes a shot. And drinks it.

"Ahhhh..." --says Zack Vorhies, as he coughs a little from the burn.
You drive your car, a Red Mustang... you get close to your destination...
"Look James! Fire!!!" --screams Eric Cochran, as you are all arriving to the Dominion Veritas
HQ.
You all arrive to the Dominion Veritas HQ. There is fire everywhere... you get off the car and
ready your guns.
"What the fuck... this place is on fire!" --yells Zack Vorhies.
While you were out eliminating Susan Wockiji and destroying the Youtube HQ, it seems
someone raided the Dominion Veritas HQ.
With your guns up, you and your friends, enter the Dominion Veritas HQ. You go through the
halls, you see robotic machine destroyed, along with members of your army dead.
"A war happened here!" --says Cary Poarch.
"There might be some survivors James!" --says Eric Cochran to you.
You and your squad investigate the Dominion. Most of the people you find, are dead.
"The Alchemic Cauldron... we have to check it!" --you say to your squad.
You run to the room where the Alchemic Cauldron is at... as you enter, you find Laura Loomer
(14 yrs old) crying, while she is holding Stephen Gordon's dead body in her arms.
"Laura!! You are alright... oh no... Steve!!" --you say.
"What happened here!??" --asks Cary Poarch.
"The Three Kings... they came, raided us and killed Stephen Gordon... while you were out
fighting Susan Wockiji". --responds Laura Loomer.
"You mean The Two Kings of Silicon Valley. Susan Wockiji is dead". --says Cary Poarch.
"Fuck... fuck! fuck... fuck!!! fuck!!!" --yells Zack Vorhies, pissed off, as he punches a wall.
"Tell me Laura. What happened here exactly?" --you ask Laura Loomer (14 yrs old).
"Robotic machines started pouring out from the sewers out of nowhere. They came and attacked
us by surprise. It was a fierce battle. Gregg Coppola, Ryan Hartwick, and the other generals of
the Dominion, fought fiercely."
"Then a giant Golem-like machine called Goliath, destroyed the front entrance. And everyone
fought it. Most people died..."
"The Dominion Generals fought Goliath, but the Giant persevered... eventually, Stephen Gordon
ordered everyone to retreat and save their own lives. Everyone retreated, as I laid there
watching."
"Goliath's goal was to destroy the Alchemic Cauldron, the source of Alchemy... the source of our
Power."

"As Goliath approached the room of the cauldron, I chained myself into the door, in order to
prevent the Giant from destroying it."
"Goliath is a killer machine, a killer machine designed by Mark Zuckerberg. It has no empaty, or
human feelings... still, I stood up in order to stop it".
"Goliath raised its giant fists, and as about to punch me to death, Stephen Gordon came in
between, wearing a jacket full of grenades..."
"You want the cauldron!? How about a set of grenades instead!!, Stephen said, then he blew
himself up, destroying Goliath."
"I am sorry James... Stephen Gordon died because of me... I was only trying to protect cauldron.
I wanted to make myself useful, for once." --relates Laura Loomer, while crying.
"This place is secret... how the hell did Mark Zuckerberg know of it!?" --asks Zack Vorhies.
"Oliver Darcy, the disgusting opportunist rat, ratted us out." --responds Laura Loomer.
You and the remaining members of your army put down the fires, and search for Oliver Darcy,
down in the sewers of the Dominion Veritas.
Eventually, you find him. You interrogate him, while you torture him and cause him great
physical pain. He spills the beans and tell you that he had no choice but to tell Mark Zuckerberg
about the Dominion...
At the end, you execute Oliver Darcy by burning him to death with your Ignis Inferno Alchemic
Technique.
After that, you go back, and then have a funeral for Stephen Gordon. He was a great man, died
for the cause of the Dominion: Truth, Freedom and Justice. He will never be forgotten.
After you bury Stephen Gordon, with endless rage and hatred inside your heart, you ready your
army. You also assign Jaime White as your new Dominion Veritas Manager.
Its time to take down Mark Zuckerberg, the Northern King of Silicon Valley. He will fucking pay,
for Stephen Gordon's death. Your next mission begins... James O' Keefe...
"I'm going to fucking kill you, I swear... Mark Zuckerberg!!!!"
"Ultima" The Strongest Alchemic Technique
Ultima, a giant sphere of energy that can destroy everything in its path... the most destructive
power ever attempted by mankind, since the origin of Alchemy...
Ultima, it is the combination of all Alchemic elements... Fire, Ice, Wind, Etc. It can almost
consume the life force of it user... Only a man enraged enough, with the desire to destroy his
enemy that bad, would attempt to use such a technique, at the cost of his life...?
Chill James...
Don't even think about such a thing...
I know you are mad, I know you are hurt. Still...
I don't want you to die.

Mark Zuckerberg, The Northern King of Silicon Valley / The birth of "Ultima" the ultimate
"Human" Alchemic Power.

To be continued...
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Dominion Veritas (12:30 PM)
Resident Evil Resistance Prison Area 1 (Facebook HQ B2F)
Mastermind: Mark Zuckerberg
Survivors: James O' Keefe, Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch, Zack Vorhies.

- Mastermind Cards Fully Armored Enemy, Suicidal Detonator, Death Licker, Mechanical Ivy, Machine Gun Turret,
Leghold Trap, Shock Trap.

- Mastermind Ultimate Skill Disintegration Field.

- Survivor Weapons Knife, Handgun, Sledge Hammer, Shock Gun, Medicinal Herb.
All survivors have shock collars in their neck. If survivors attempt to use Alchemy , they will be
shocked automatically.
Once James and his party reach the B1F of the Facebook HQ, Mark Zuckerberg deploys a
sleeping gas on them. He then have some of his guards come up and transfer them into B2F
prison cells. James and everyone wake up, get out of their cells and find themselves wearing
shock collars.
Mark Zuckerberg speaks through the intercom in the room, and tells them about a real-life
Resident Evil Resistance style life or death game he will play with them. He built this similar area
as the video-game. Survivors must escape to the B3F, going through the Mastermind ordeal, to
find Mark.

Author Comments:
I am a fan of RE: RES, so this is a fun idea I just got recently, to incorporate this into the
Dominion Veritas main story. Before this event happens, there is the storming of Facebook HQ
by the Veritas Army, as well as the playable exploration of the first floor... in other words, this
happens later on from the last note I wrote. I have a great horror story I will be writing for this
event later. :)
--Charles Gabriel
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Dominion Veritas (10:30 PM)
"The Zack Vorhies Tragedy"

"Ummm..." --says Zack to himself, as he wakes up.
Zack Vorhies awakens. He opens his eyes, and Sandra is right in front of him.
"Sandra... no way. You are not real." --say Zack Vorhies.
"I am not real? Is that what you think?" --respond Sandra.
Sandra grabs Zack, and leans him back to bed. She then kisses Zack in the lips, and after, tells
him: "Do you believe me now?"
Sandra's lips tastes like sweet pink bubblegum. Exactly like the last time he kissed her, he
knows that taste, he knows he is not dreaming...
"How, how the hell did you get in here? This place is surrounded!" --asks Zack to Sandra.
"You know me better than anyone else in the world... I know my ways." --responds Sandra.
The beautiful Sandra... of polish descent. Dark hair, and blue eyes, sitting right in your bed. With
all the guards outside, still... this beauty made herself into your bed. Make love to Sandra now,
Zack Vorhies.
"Since the day I've saw you..." --you say to Sandra.
Before you finish your sentence... you hear heavy footsteps approaching your door. Its the
guards, they know something is up.
"Sandra, hurry, hide under my blanket." --Zack Vorhies tell Sandra.
Quickly, the guards open the door of Zack Vorhies room. They tell him that an intruder has
infiltrated the Academy, and possibly the men's dormitory, and that they want to know if he is
alright.

Zack tells them he has just woken up, and have seen nothing, while Sandra stays hidden under
Zack Vorhies heavy blanket.
The guards leave.
Sandra comes out of the blanket...
"Sandra. We can't do anything here. I have rented a small room in a house, outside the
Sharpshooter's Academy. It is my place. I need you to get there." --tells Zack Vorhies to Sandra.

"Okay, tell me how to get there, and I will go Zack." --responds Sandra.

-- Player Scenario -Guide the beautiful Sandra out of the Sharpshooter's Academy, and into your place, where you
will make love to her, uninterrupted, Zack Vorhies.
Avoid all guards...
The Sharpshooter's Academy, aimed at training young men to become proficient Sniper
Assassins. Women, Drinking and so on is not allowed in here, as they are considered
temptations that prevent its students into focusing on what matters: assassinating their
designated targets.
Zack guides Sandra, out of the Sharpshooter's Academy, after some struggle.
As they get outside, several guards rush out, and spot Sandra.
"There she is!! The intruder!!" --yell the guards.
"Zack, I gotta get outta here!" --yells Sandra to Zack Vorhies.
"Wait..." --responds Zack Vorhies.
Sandra hops in a car that was parked outside, and drives like crazy fast, in order to lose the
guards. Zack stands there looking...
As Zack stands there, another car, drives fast towards him and then stops right in front of him.
The window lowers, and the driver is no other than Zack Vorhies little sister...
"Diana! Good thing you came along. Sandra just took off because she was gonna get caught by
the Academy guards. I need your car, so I can chase her!" --Zack Vorhies say to his little sister,
Diana.
"No. I will not get off." --responds Diana, with a straight face.
"What do you mean you don't? It is my car. I lend it to you, you do not own it. Hurry! Get out! I
need my fucking car!!" --says Zack Vorhies to his little sister.
"I forbid you to chase her..." --says Diana.
"What the fuck? You are my little sister... what, are you into incest? Come on, stop playing... get
out of the car, I don't have much time!!" --yells Zack Vorhies.

"No... I will not get out!!! You can pull me out of the car by force, and drive, or you can leave me
inside, and run after her, still... no matter what you do... you can't ever catch her. --yells Diana
back.
"Why...? Why the fuck not!???" --asks Zack, pissed off at his little sister.
"Because... she is dead." --responds Diana.
"Bullshit... Sandra... no... she is not dead" --responds Zack Vorhies.
Zack Vorhies touches his head and try to reminisce about Sandra...
"Sandra... no way, you can't be dead... argghhhhh!!!" --asks Zack Vorhies, to himself, as he
screams in emotional agony.
As Zack goes into this internal grief moment, he looks at his little sister... he looks at her fingers
and they snap... as they do Zack, feels a painful and electric shock in his neck.
"Diana, what the fuck... knock it off!! It hurts!!!" --Zack Vorhies feels excrutiating pain...
Arghhhhh!!!!
Zack Vorhies wakes up...
"I knew it. A fucking nightmare... " --tells Zack Vorhies to himself.
"2021... Sandra died because she took the Pfizer Covid-19 Vaccine. She took her 2nd dose, and
some hours later, she drove home, and in the way there, she suffered a side effect of the deadly
spike protein of the vaccine, which made her dizzy, and she then crashed into a pole and died..."
--recalls Zack Vorhies.
"Dr. Fauci, Bill Gates, the World Health Organization... they said Covid Vaccines were safe,
but all of it was bullshit...the "vaccine" was actually a chinese-wuhan bio-weapon designed to
depopulate humanity.
The Covid-19 virus was the hoax, the real killer was the Covid-19 vaccine."
"Dr. Fauci was supposed to be our savior, instead, he turned out to be the man responsible for
allowing the US banned development of Covid-19-like viruses to develop at the Wuhan
Institute of Virology in China."
"At the end of the day, it was all fucking lies... and they got Sandra to believe the lies. These lies,
ended up killing the person I only ever loved in my entire life. I hate them all, they are the reason
she is dead." --recalls Zack Vorhies.
No point in getting mad anymore... as Dr. FAUCI is dead. A man who lost his son due to
the bullshist vaccines, cut him into a million pieces with his chainsaw...
As for Bill Gates, a mad indian man enraged his son died caused of the Covid-19 shot, he tied
Bill up, and then crucified him backwards, then slashed him into a million pieces until he died.
All of the people responsible for the Covid-19 hoax are dead...
"Handcuffs unlocked... what, I am in a prison now? What the fuck... I must find James O' Keefe
and the others!" --says Zack Vorhies to Himself.

Zack Vorhies gets out of his prison cell and finds everyone else... he, along with James O'
Keefe, Eric Cochran and Cary Poarch are inside a prison... a prison located in the 2nd
Basement Floor (B2F) of the Facebook HQ.
They ended up here after they conquered the 1ST Floor of the Facebook HQ, and
Mark Zuckerberg deployed a sleeping Gas and put them in prison...
Why our Veritas heroes were put to sleep just to awaken later in a lower floor... it is all part of
Mark Zuckerberg's demonic plans... their greatest challenge awaits.

To be continued...

"Resident Evil: Resistance" Real life game

"James O' Keefe 'Immolation' Alchemic Technique"
"Mark Zuckerberg's Boss Fight / Birth of Ultima, the ultimate Alchemic Technique".
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Explanation of Zack Vorhies backstory, as well as showing how subliminal political messages
and product ads are infused in entertainment.
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Dominion Veritas (11:00 AM)
Bialowieża Forest (summary), Warsaw Battlefield (The final battle against Susan Wockiji,
The Southern Queen of Silicon Valley / Death Anaconda), Ethereal Prescence / Napalm
Combustion (James and Cary double Alchemic Technique) birth, Susan's Shotgun/Grenade
custom gun (to be named).

"Bialowieża Forest (Summary)"
James O' Keefe, Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch and Zack Vorhies travel through the
Bialowieża Forest, inside the Youtube HQ. There, they encounter for the first time, Susan
Wockiji's most fiercesome pet, the Death Anaconda, a giant deadly alchemically altered
snake that can eat a human in just one bite.
As they go through the forest, The Death Anaconda lunges at them with its giant fangs, trying to

eat them, but the party avoid its attacks everytime. Eventually, after a great ordeal of hide and
seek, they make it out of the Forest, and reach the Warsaw battlefield, where Susan Wockiji,
The Southern Queen of Silicon Valley awaits them...

"Final Boss Battle: Susan Wockiji / Death Anaconda"
"Mmm.... it seems you have survived the Forest. How dare you... I spent so much time building
that place like the real thing in Poland."
"Well, it doesn't matter... subjects! welcome to the Warsaw battlefield!! a place of historical
significance, and also a place where you will all be buried! All of the graves that you see here,
belong to all those who have defied me... all of those imbeciles that tried to take me down!"
"Hahaha... fuck their mothers. And fuck your mothers too!!" --says Susan Wockiji.
"Shut up. You old hag. You talk too much!" --responds Zack Vorhies.
"No one but you, will be dying today, Susan. I am here to defeat you." --you, James O' Keefe
say to Susan Wockiji.
"You will defeat me? You little shit... bow before me, and maybe, I will let my precious Death
Anaconda eat you in just one bite."
"You've met my pet before... now it is hungry. And it wants to eat insolent Irish and American
scum!" --says Susan Wockiji.
"That thing might eat me, but I swear, before that happens, I will have put a bullet in your
forehead with my Sniper Rifle Susan!! Payback, for Sandra's death, who died because of the
propaganda that you took part of through your organization, years ago..." --says Zack Vorhies, to
Susan Wockiji.
"Have at it then!! Let the games begin!" --responds Susan Wockiji.
"No, they end now, once and for all!!" --you, James O' Keefe yells back at Susan.
Susan Wockiji raises both her arms. From the ground, the Death Anaconda rises. As it is risen,
it opens its mouth revealing its deadly fangs, looking hungry.
The Giant Snake surrounds Susan Wockiji, in order to protect her... meanwhile, it stares at
the party, in case they make a move. Susan Wockiji then whips a unique custom firearm... it's
a Shotgun / Grenade launcher hybrid. A gift from her friend, Mark Zuckerberg, The Norththern
King of Silicon Valley.
Susan points the firearm at the party, then shoots a grenade.
"Everyone, disperse!!" --you, James, tell everyone.
Everyone disperse, avoiding the explosion. The battle begins...
Susan runs around the battlefield, shooting at the party. Three shotgun shots, following by a
grenade blast. She then starts yelling stuff, angrily in Polish language, then the Death
Anaconda lunges at everyone.

One bite, and the Death Anaconda will eat you whole.
James O' Keefe, Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch and Zack Vorhies unload their guns and a gun
battle ensues...
They shoot like crazy, trying to kill Susan Wockiji... but the Giant Snake quickly reaches Susan,
blocking all of the bullets. The Giant Snake skin is bulletproof.
"Fuck. The snake is in the way!" --yells Zack Vorhies, as his sniper shots don't land.
"Fire. Fire!! It might work..." --Eric Cochran suggest...
"IGNIS INFERNUM!!!" --with aim and precision, you, James O' Keefe channel all of your rage at
the snake, and unleash an infernal fireball capable of burning everything to ashes.
The snake burns. As it burns, it writhes in pain, revealing Susan Wockiji. Zack Vorhies then aims
and shoots her multiple times with his Sniper Rifle. However... only one bullet lands, crippling
her left arm.
"I missed her heart... fuck!" I swear... I will kill you now, Susan!!" --yells Zack Vorhies, as
he rapidly reloads his sniper rifle.
"Your heart... is in my sight now. I will fucking break it! Like you broke mine years ago when my
girlfriend died!!!" --screams Zack Vorhies to Susan Wockiji.
Zack Vorhies aims for Susan's Heart... with pleasure and without remorse, he shoots. As the
bullet is about to put her down for good, the Death Anaconda gets in the way, deflecting it.

The giant snake has recovered from the burns, and now has gone berserk. It then starts to lunge
like crazy at the party, trying to eat them. They have no other choice but to run around, to avoid
being eaten.
"Run, keep running!!" --tells Cary Poarch to everyone...
The giant snake is angry, and it is also tireless, and it won't stop until it eats everyone...
Still, the party persists, and it keeps avoiding all attacks. The onslaught continues. The snake is
so fast it doesn't allow the party to counterattack.
"I'm tired... I can't run anymore James!!" --says Eric Cochran to James O' Keefe.
"Keep running!!" --you, James, respond to Eric.
Eric runs, but trips on his way to catch up with you... the giant snake then lunges at him, and in
one bite it swallows him...
"Eric!!!!" --you yell...
Eric has been eaten by the giant snake.
"Enjoy your meal, Death Anaconda... a well deserved dish. In 5 minutes, your friend inside will
disintegrate into pieces as my pet's stomach dissolves anything it has eaten. Say goodbye!!
Hahaha..." --says Susan Wockiji, to all of you.
"Not if we kill snake first!!" -yells Zack Vorhies.
Zack Vorhies shoots the giant snake relentlessly...

"Shoot! Shoot!!! Keep shooting!! Haha... where is your friend inside my pet!? You shoot, and you
might kill him in the process!! Ahahahaha!!" --says Susan Wockiji, while laughing.
"Stop!!" --you, James, tell Zack.
Zack Vorhies cease fire... in order to avoid killing Eric Cochran.
"James! We must liberate Eric Cochran, before he becomes stomach matter!" --suggests Cary
Poarch.
"How... how the fuck can we do that!? The snake is bulletproof and even resistant to Alchemy!"
"On top of that, we don't know where Eric exactly is, which means we can kill him attacking
aimlessly!!" --you, James, responds to Cary Poarch.
A faint luminiscent glow appears inside the snake's stomach where Eric Cochran has been
trapped.
Eric Cochran's has manifested his alchemic energy into a glow indicating his location.
-- Ethereal Prescence -- Technique Learned.
"There he is James!!" --Zack Vorhies tell you, James.
"The snake is almost invincible... but that doesn't mean we can't cause adverse reactions on it.
Look at my belt, full of grenades... I will launch this belt into it, and when the grenades reach the
snake, shoot all of them with your Glock 19, causing them to all explode!! --suggests Cary
Poarch.
Cary Poarch launches his belt full of grenades, and with precision, you, James, shoot all of them
causing a big explosion.
-- Napalm Combustion -- Joint Alchemic Technique learned.
The giant snake gets hurt badly, and it starts throwing up: bones of previously eaten people
come out, along with Eric Cochran.
"Eric!! Are you alright!?" --you, James, ask Eric, as he is covered in disgusting snake stomach
fluid.
"I'm fine... Susan, we must defeat her... James... The Death Anaconda, is a pet Susan raised on
her own. The pet only responds to orders in Polish language. Whenever Susan says something
in Polish we can't understand, it means she is telling the Snake to do something to us!!" --say
Eric Cochran.
The battle continues, Susan shoots with her shotgun and launches grenades... after that, she
starts speaking in polish, causing the snake to lunge at the party. Thanks to Eric's assesment of
the situation, Susan Wockiji's strategy has been deciphered.
After the party figures out the attack plan, The giant snake lunges at the party one more time,
and this time, it tries to eat Cary Poarch... however, he avoids the attack, exposing Susan...
"Now!! Shoot her in her heart, Zack!!" --says Cary ro Zack.
Zack aims steadily, and pulls the trigger, delivering a killer bullet that pierces through Susan

Wockiji's evil heart, dropping her to the ground, agonizing... as Susan falls to the ground, the
snake falls unresponsive, as well...
Susan Wockiji, The Southern Queen of Silicon Valley has been defeated... James O' Keefe
approaches her... holding his glock 19 pointing at her heart.
"Any last words, Susan?" --you, James, ask Susan.
(the rest already explained in The Next Ten Years Note 13 (wrongly numbered one)).
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Dominion Veritas (3:00 PM)
Mount Tsurugi (Summary), Shinto Temple (Final Battle against Jack Dorsey, The Eastern King of
Silicon Valley / Odin the Indestructible Sword), Renovatio (Regen) / Clairvoyance (spiritual vision) /
Fortitudo (Toughness) Alchemic Techniques, Zantetsuken, The hero never dies.

"Mount Tsurugi (Summary)"
After fierce strategic battles by the Veritas Army against the forces of Jack Dorsey, James O'
Keefe, Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch and Zack Vorhies, manage to infiltrate Twitter HQ.
The party go through the Twitter HQ building, eliminating all enemies that confront them...
eventually, they reach the 9th Floor of the Twitter HQ: Mount Tsurugi.
Mount Tsurugi, is an internal illusionary floor, resembling the actual Mount Tsurugi, created by
the Orb of Deception (Alchemic Artifact).
A myst of sadness and grief shrowds the Mount. Out of the heavy myst, shadow figures appear
and the party must destroy them using alchemic techniques.
The shadows crawl, fly and attack renlentlessly. The party struggles, but eventually, Zack
Vorhies develops Clairvoyance, and is able to sense the presence of the shadows, allowing to
pinpoint their location, while James kill them with fire.
The party prevails. They reach the end of the floor, and destroy the orb of deception, restoring
what look like a Mount, into a simple office building.
They all take the stairs, and reach the 10th floor of Twitter HQ, the Shinto Temple, where Jack
Dorsey, The Eastern King of Silicon Valley awaits...

"Final Boss Battle: Jack Dorsey / Odin"
As the party enters the temple, they hear someone clapping... it is Jack Dorsey.
"Well done, Hero. You have passed through the grief and sadness of Mount Fuji. Those
shadows are the dark spirits of once men who refused to let go of this mortal coil"

"Perhaps you are ready, to start your training... to become a real Samurai." --says Jack Dorsey,
to James O' Keefe.

"I am here to defeat you Jack. I don't have time for your games." --you, James O' Keefe,
respond to Jack Dorsey.
"Yes you do. In fact, you have exactly 10 minutes..." --says Jack Dorsey.
"10 minutes for what!? Speak asshole!" --yells Zack Vorhies.
Jack Dorsey smiles...
"James!! Look! Its Laura!!" --tells Eric Cochran to James O' Keefe.
A beautiful tan skinned woman comes walking from behind Jack Dorsey, holding a sharp Indian
dagger to Laura Loomer's (14 yr old) throath.
"Laura!!" --you, James say to Laura Loomer.
Zack Vorhies loads his Sniper Rifle and aims at the woman's head, that has Laura captive.
"Vijaya Gadde. My right hand woman. Also my lawyer. Oh, and also a former assassin from India.
She is a proffessional... Shoot her in the head, and as she dies, she will slith this little girl's

throat. Laura will die, chocking on her own blood and vomit from her injury." --explains Jack
Dorsey, to everyone.
James O' Keefe signals Zack Vorhies, and he puts the Sniper Rifle down.
"Fuck..." --says Zack Vorhies.
"A reasonable decision. I like that..." --says Jack Dorsey.
"James O' Keefe. First time I met you, I made a deal with Laura. Now I will make a deal with you.
10 minutes. That's what it would take me to finish this cigarette."
"You and I, James. A 10 minute fist fight to the death. You defeat me, and I let Laura go." --tells
Jack, to James O' Keefe.
"Oh yeah? You are going to just to let her walk towards me? Last time you let her go, you
launched her into the sky, where she was to fall to her death." --responds James O' Keefe.
"In which way I let her go, doesn't matter. It is your only choice, if you want to give a chance for
Laura to live, James. Take or leave it." --says Jack Dorsey.
You look at Laura. Laura looks back at you, worried.
"Laura. You will not die here. I swear it." --you say to Laura Loomer, James O' Keefe.
"Let's do it then!" --you, James O' Keefe responds to Jack Dorsey.
"You have an unbreakable will James, I give you that, however... will alone isn't enough to
defeat me. Charge at me, and I will break all your bones with my training... now, that wouldn't
be fun, would it?"
"In your current state, you are no challenge to me, James O' Keefe. I like challenge... its fun."
--says Jack Dorsey, to you, James O' Keefe.
Out of his perfectly tailored black suit, Jack whips out an strange Orb.

"The Orb of Transference. An Alchemic wonder. I created it myself, through Andromeda's godly Ai
powers. It can transfer alchemic techniques from one person into another, temporarily."

"James, your three friends, are allowed to transfer one skill of their choosing to you. The effect
will last the 10 minutes it takes me to finish my cigarette."
Jack Dorsey holds the orb, and it glows. As it glows, it allows the transference of
alchemic techniques to take place.
"Renovatio, it will constantly heal your wounds. Jack hurts you? You will heal from the damage!"
--says Eric Cochran.
"Fortitudo, no matter how hard Jack hits you, you will persevere through the pain!" --says Cary
Poarch.
"Clairvoyance, it just came to me... sorry James, not sure how well this will work on you, since
you are not a Sharpshooter Sniper like me... still, you should be able to predict Jack Dorsey's
movements..." --says Zack Vorhies.
Your three friends transfer their alchemic techniques into you, James.
Jack Dorsey puts the orb down, and then lits a menthol cigarette...
The Final battle against Jack Dorsey, The Eastern King of Silicon Valley begins...

"James O' Keefe vs Jack Dorsey (Jack Dorsey's Final Battle, Phase 1)"
James O' Keefe charges at Jack Dorsey... he unleashes a flurry of punches. Jack blocks them,
and on the last punch, he grabs James's right arm, then knees James three times in the
stomach, then release him, pushing him back.
James vomits, blood and food he ate earlier, cause of the pain. James charges again, this time,
he unleashes a flurry of kicks... Jack blocks them, and on the last kick, he grabs his right leg,
and hits James on the throath with a right hand Karate chop. He then releases James, pushing
him back.
James is hurt, so he uses Renovatio, healing his wounds little by little... constantly.
James attacks again, but Jack end up conterattacking him again, pushing him back,
while inflicting pain on him.
No matter what James do, Jack seems to see through everything he does... so he uses
Clairvoyance.
James attacks again, however, this time, he is able to predict Jack's counter attacks, and avoids
the grabbing... after he does that, he does counter attack back, and start punching Jack
repeatedly in the face, knocking his cigarette off.
"Well, that was rude. I will not go easy on you now..." --says Jack Dorsey.
Both James and Jack, now able to see each other's moves, start grabbing, counter -grabbing,
punching and kicking each other to death. They fight fiercely, and after a while of fighting, they
separate.

They get back close and fight again... they keep fighting, and James realize Jack is tougher than
he tought, so in the middle of fighting Jack, uses Fortitudo, and continues his relentless
punching Jack again...
Thanks to this technique, James is able to withstand damage and regain his poise. While the
attacks hurt him, he is able to continue attacking...
Eventually, James persevere and launches a sucker punch, knocking down Jack Dorsey.
Jack falls down.
"Jack!!" --Vijada Gadde yells.
As Vijada looks at Jack for a second, Laura Loomer bites her hand, and gets away from her, into
safety.
"Ouch! You little cunt! I am gonna get you!!" --says Vijada Gadde.
Vijada Gadde chases Laura Loomer...
"Hahaha..." --laughs, Jack Dorsey.
Jack Dorsey gets up, while laughing.
"Well done, Samurai. You can fight with your fists, now lets see how you fight with your sword!"
--says Jack Dorsey.
"I don't have one! I am fucking Irish. In my country, we don't use swords. We use fucking guns."
--you, James O' Keefe, pissed off, respond to Jack Dorsey, while you spit some blood on the
floor, from your injuries, and you whip out your Glock 19, pointing at Jack's heart.
Its been 10 minutes, the effects of the Orb of Tranference have subsided. You can no longer use
your friend's Alchemic Techniques...
"Guns... well I guess that would be fair, against my Odin." --says Jack Dorsey.
Jack Dorsey picks up Odin, and unsheates it, while smiling...
"You, James, and your friends, together... vs me. They will be your sword... against my Odin,
The only Indestructible Sword that ever existed, powered by Alchemic Energy!!!" --screams Jack
Dorsey.
Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch and Zack Vorhies join James O' Keefe. The final battle against Jack
Dorsey begins...

"Odin, The Indestructible Sword (Jack Dorsey's final battle, Phase 2)"
"Whirlwind!!!" --Jack Screams
Whirlwinds deploy underneath all party members. Everyone avoids them...
If a whirlwind hits someone, they will be launch high in the air, and then drop down to their
deaths.
"Ahhh, unlike Laura, you can avoid my whirlwind attacks... very clever." --says Jack Dorsey.

"Shockwave!!" --screams Jack Dorsey, while swinging Odin, releasing devastating waves of
wind that cut through human limbs...
Everyone runs around... as they do, the showckwaves cut through everything they touch, tearing
parts of the Shinto Temple into pieces.
"James! If that thing hits us, we're dead!" --says Eric Cochran.
Zack Vorhies aims at Jack's forehead, and shoots.
Odin blocks the shot.
Cary Poarch then throws 3 grenades at Jack. They explode. It hurts Jack only a bit.
Jack continues swinging Odin, releasing shockwaves, destroying everything it touch.
James O' Keefe launches Ignis Infernum on him, but somehow, Odin blocks it, doing very little
damage to Jack.
"Perhaps you are more resilient than I thought... how about a combination of Whirlwind and
Shockwave... Tornado!!!" --Jack Dorsey screams.
Jack releases a flurry of shockwave attacks, then he uses his wind technique to blow the falling
temple pieces that have been dropping, into everyone.
Everyone avoids the attack, except for Cary Poarch. With his strenght, he tried blocking the
attack, but failed, and got him trapped by the debree.
"One down, hahaha..." --says Jack Dorsey, while laughing.
"Cary!!!" --you, James, yell.
"I'm hurt, but I will live. Fight without me!!" --yells Cary Poarch, under the rubbles, while assuring
everyone he is alright.
Everyone then continues fighting...
"I will destroy you now Jack Dorsey!!!" --you, James, scream at Jack, while deploying an
incinerating ball of Ignis Infernum.
Jack avoids the attack...
"I love menthol cigarettes... there are two types of cigarettes I smoke. One I smoke when I am at
peace, another I smoke when I am at war..."
"This cigarette I am smoking now, its meant to be smoked when my enemies are present..."
--says Jack Dorsey.
Jack smokes, inhales, and when he releases the smoke, it deploys a heavy thick cloud of
smoke, blinding everyone.
"What the fuck!? I Can't see anything!!" --say Zack Vorhies.
Out of the smoke, Jack launches into everyone, and attacks with slashes with Odin, cutting
everyone.

"Fuck, I am bleeding..." -- says Zack Vorhies.
"James I can't fight anymore... I must heal, before I can continue." --say, Eric Cochran to you,
James.
Cary Poarch remains on the ground, trying to break through the rubble...
Jack takes smokes again, deploying a myst... from the smoke he attacks again.
Zack Vorhies, uses Clairvoyance, and tells James O' Keefe where the attack is coming from,
and James avoids, and counter-attacks with Ignis Infernum on Jack, causing great damage on
him.
"Hah, very clever, for a hero... but the games end here..."
Jack Dorsey gets ready... to release his ultimate Alchemic Technique, the Zantetsuken. A
technique that can destroy everyone in one cut, even if they are close to the shockwave.

Cary Poarch manages to get out of the rubble...
"If that thing hits us, we are all done!!" --Cary Poarch tell everyone.
"Disperse!! Get as far from each other. If one of us die from the cut, the rest of you can keep
fighting Jack Dorsey! That's an order!!" --you, James O' Keefe, tell everyone.
Jack Dorsey uses Zantetsuken. The deadly sword shockwaves start to cut through everything.
Luckily, the party avoids most of it, and only receive collateral damage...
Yes, everyone has survived, however the cuts have damaged everyone enough, they literarily
can't fight anymore...
While alive, everyone have been cut so much, there is nothing they can do against Jack
Dorsey...
Zantetsuken, even if it doesn't kill you instantly, it can incapacitate you for the rest of the fight.
Jack Dorsey, appearing tired and drained out of alchemic energy, starts speaking...
"No, no, no... James. I am not done. Hero. You avoided my Odin's deadly Zantetsuken once...
try that again!!" --screams Jack Dorsey.
Jack Dorsey prepares for another Zantetsuken...
"Arghhhh!!" --Jack Dorsey screams, as he readies Odin's ultimate attack again...
"Everyone! Retreat!!" --you, James, tell everyone.
"We will not leave you here, we will fight till the end with you!" --say Cary Poarch.
"You will not! They can stop a man, but they cannot stop an army! Now escape! If I die, you
continue the fight without me, until you win!!" --you, James, respond to Cary, and everyone.

Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch and Zack Vorhies, saddened, escape the Shinto Temple before Jack
releases his ultimate attack again...
"I trained you well... I am very proud of you. You will finish the war against Andromeda, without

me, goodbye... my friends." --you, James, say to yourself, as you await your inevitable death, by
getting cut into a million pieces, by Odin's Zantetsuken.
"You are truly a Hero... James O' Keefe. You sacrificed yourself, to save your friends. Hah... a
great ending, to your story."
"Yes, I am the villain... and as such, I will make sure I will provide the proper tragic ending of
your epic (yet sad) heroic story! Now die!!! Ahahahaha!! --yells Jack Dorsey, while laughing at
the same time.
Jack Dorsey lifts Odin, and readies to launch Zantetsuken... again.

"The hero never dies..."
As Jack readies his 2nd Zantetsuken, 14 yr old Laura Loomer runs towards James O' Keefe.
"Laura! What the hell... save yourself!" --you, James, tell Laura.
"I love you, old friend. I am not leaving without you." --responds Laura Loomer.
"You stupid imbecile! You stay here, we both die!! Leave now!!, you have a whole life ahead of
you!!! --pissed, you, James, scream at Laura.
"How cute... but not cute enough... Zantetsuken!!" --screams Jack Dorsey.
Jack Dorsey uses his 2nd Zantetsuken...
A wave of deadly cuts slash everywhere.
The cuts start to destroy everything...
As the cuts are about to kill James and Laura...
Laura Loomer, screams and channel all of her alchemic energy she absorbed from the Twitter
building HQ, while she was being captive, to the point of dying, and ultimately transforms from a
14 year old girl, into a 24 year adult woman, breaking the de-aging curse placed by the three
kings of Silicon Valley...
She then spreads four black and white wings, grabs James O' Keefe and flies him out of the
building... and down into the ground, safely, where she then, afterwards... falls into a coma...
because of all the energy spent.
The 2nd Zantetsuken, destroyed the entire Twitter HQ, making Jack Dorsey fall to his death... a
fitting end. For someone who likes to see people fall to their death.
The Dorsey Territory has been conquered... well done, James O' Keefe. But what about Laura,
and everyone else... are they alright?
Either way, all of Silicon Valley has been conquered by you now. Only Google INC remains, as
well as Andromeda, the Ai god.

To be continued...
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Dominion Veritas (3:30 PM)
Final Boss Battle: Mark Zuckerberg (The Northern King of Silicon Valley / The Oculus Rift), Wall
/
Irvine Kinneas Death Shot, the birth of "Ultima" -- The ultimate Alchemic Technique,
Mark's "Project Manhattan".

Having survived the Resident Evil: Resistance deadly real-life recreation, James O' Keefe, Eric
Cochran, Cary Poarch and Zack Vorhies arrive at the Dome where Mark Zuckerberg lies...

"One million dollars. One fucking million dollars!! Thats how much it cost me to build that game
of life and death. James O' Keefe... you owe me one fucking million dollars!!" --says Mark
Zuckerberg, as the party comes face to face with him.
"Mark Zuckerberg. I will never forgive you... you destroyed most of the Dominion Veritas, killed
Stephen Gordon and dozen of my men..."
"I will pay you your one million dollars, with an endless rain of bullets and scorching fire, for what

you what you have done to me and my people!! --you, James O' Keefe, responds to
Mark Zuckerberg.
With rage, you blast Mark Zuckerberg with an Ignis Infernum. As he is being set on fire,
Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch and Zack Vorhies deploy a rain of bullets on him.
Only a huge cloud of smoke can be seen. Except for Zack, the party run out of all
ammunition. Just like James, they were all angry and wanted to get off the rage inside by
blasting Mark Zuckerberg to death.
Through the smoke, everyone hears a sound of something shattering...
Before everyone shoot, Mark Zuckerberg deployed an alchemic shield that blocked all the
bullets. This shield, in the end, got broken completely... Mark planned to use the shield for
later, but James's rage-based strategy took that strategy from him.
"My awesome shield... Once more, you have taken another thing from me. I haven't even started
fighting, and you are already pissing me off, Motherfucker!!" --screams Mark Zuckerberg at
James O' Keefe.
Mark Zuckerberg computates his right Bionic Arm, and a killer mechanical long bow powered
by Alchemy materializes, also, multiple small drones appear howvering in the sky.
"You feel rage James, for the things I've taken from you? I feel the same fucking way!!"
"James O' Keefe, your life fucking ends right now!!!!!!" --yells Mark Zuckerberg.

The nerd who wishes to be God (Mark Zuckerberg's Final Battle Phase 1)
Mark Zuckerberg aims his Killer Mechanical Long bow at James O' Keefe, and shoots a beam

of laser that can kill him with just one hit... as he does, four drones in the sky hovering,
synchronize the attack, and simultaneously shoot the same killer laser beams at everyone else.
"What the fuck!?" --says Zack Vorhies, as he dodges the killer shot, breaking the aim he had on
Mark' head with his rifle.
Everyone avoids the attacks from the drones... barely.
"James!! We have to shoot those drones down!" -‐suggest Eric Cochran to James O' Keefe.
"We must... damnit!!" --you, James, try to respond to Eric...
Before you can think on any strategy for countering the drones, Mark and his killer
drones relentlessly attack everyone...
"Die! Die!! Die!!!!! Pay me my fucking million dollars with your four souls! 250 a piece!!
Hahaha!!!" -- yells Mark Zuckerberg, as he deploy endless attacks with his bow and his drones.
Everyone struggles... then...
"What the fuck!? Not now!!" --says Mark Zuckerberg, as his drones have ran out of energy.
Mark Zuckerberg operates his right Bionic Arm and tries to restore energy to his four drones.
As he does, Zack Vorhies, with precision, destroys one of them.
Mark keeps recharging his drones, and as he does, Zack, again, shoots and kills his 2nd drone,
leaving only two left.
The drones completely recharge. Mark launches them into the sky, and continues shooting
his beams. But by this time, Cary and James have gotten close enough to him...
Mark can't shoot his bow at this close distance, so he instead uses his Bionic Arm to fight
James and Cary head on.
A martial arts battle ensues.
James, Cary tag team, and start fighting Mark Zuckerberg. Mark resists, but ultimately, Cary
grabs Mark, and James closes in...
"You killed Stephen, you destroyed the Dominion, you killed my people!! I am going to hurt you!!"
--you, James, scream before punching Mark in the face repeadly.
As James punches strike, eventually Mark start bleeding, and get really pissed off. He
screams in pain, and his Bionic arm activates automatically, in order to protect him.
His bionic arm releases him, and in turn, delivers a killer punch, launching Cary a few feet
away. The bionic arm then punches James in the stomach, making him puke blood and food.
The arm then grabs James by the throat, and throws him a few feet away as well...
"Hahaha, with this Bionic arm, no matter how much you hurt me, I am God!!" --says Mark
Zuckerberg.
While James and Cary were fighting Mark, Zack managed to destroy Mark's two remaining
drones...
The party steps back, and Eric uses his healing alchemy to restore everyone back to

optimal health.
"My drones... no... you destroy them. Damn you! Now you owe me more fucking money!!"
--screams Mark Zuckerberg, pissed.

The Oculus Rift (Mark Zuckerberg's Final Battle Phase 2)
"No more losing money... you will pay now!" -yells Mark Zuckerberg.
Mark Deploys a Helmet that resembles VR Googles, that attaches to his head, covering
his eyes...
"The Oculus Rift. With this special helmet, I am not only able to truly determine all of your
Alchemic power, I can also predict all of your attacks!!" --confidently, Mark Zuckerberg
tells everyone.
Mark Zuckerberg operates his arm, and it opens, revealing a laser machine gun. Mark then
starts blasting everyone...
The party tries to avoid the shots, but no matter where they move to, Mark is able to hit them.
Everyone gets hurt badly, by the shots.
"Regroup!!" --you, James, tell everyone.
"Hahaha!! I GOT YOU NOW!!" --excitedly, yells Mark Zuckerberg, as he blasts his laser machine
gun at everyone.
As the shots is about to kill everyone, Eric Cochran deploys "Wall". Wall, is barrier made of
alchemic energy that specifically blocks projectile attacks.
Mark keeps shooting...
"Hurry James! Think of something... this wall lasts as long as my alchemic energy do!" --says
Eric Cochran.
"Don't even think! I got this!!" --says Zack Vorhies, before James can say anything.
Zack redies his Sniper Rifle, and fires 6 ultra precision shots. However, Mark, through the
Oculus Rift is able to see the bullets coming his way, and avoids all of them...
"I am running out of energy..." --says Eric Cochran, as he keeps the shield up, blocking Mark's
beams.
"Hold the shield, until you can no more!!, I told you I got this!!" --yells Zack Vorhies.
"Irvine Kinneas Death Shot!!!" --scream Zack Vorhies.
Zack concentrates all of his will, shooting a killer bullet powered by all of his alchemic energy...
this shot, it is the same shot Irvine did that tried to kill Edea the Sorceress, in the popular 1998
video-game Final Fantasy VIII, which ultimately missed. Zack's shot, however will not suffer the
same fate.
Despite the Oculus Rift detection, Irvine's Death Shot goes through, and hits Mark in the Face,
destroying the Oculus Rift into pieces.

"Noo... I paid two billions for this!! And now it is gone. James O' Keefe... for this damage, you
and your friends, will pay with all of your souls!!" --screams Mark Zuckerberg.

"Ultima, The ultimate Alchemic Technique"
"Behold... I am God. An invincible shield, that can stop everything!!" --yells Mark Zuckerberg.
Mark Zuckerberg with his Bionic Arm coats himself with an alchemic shield that can stop all
damage. Then he attacks everyone.
The party attacks Mark with everything, but nothing does damage to him. Martial arts, bullets,
alchemy... he is literarily invincible.
Mark relentlesly attacks, delivering a flurry of punches to everyone, knocking everyone down, as
no one can fight back.
"Scum. Bow down to me, for I am God." --says Mark Zuckerberg, as everyone down.
"Blasphemy... even in a perfect world, you would not be 1% of god material. You are just a
fucking nerd, with a lot of money, with all of your silly gadgets, pretending to be God."
"The true God, created the universe, along with me, and all of the elements that are part of this
world. My soul, who now rages on to destroy you! For I will never bow down to you!!" --you,
James, respond to Mark, as you slowly get up, feeling your injuries...
"Water... Earth... Wind... Light... Darkness... Light... and Fire. All of these elements, I feel all
within me... I feel the power of the true God, just bestowed upon me..."
"I might die fighting you Mark, but in the end, I will destroy you. For I, nor my Veritas Army, will
never give up fighting, to a filthy tyrant like you!! Arghhhh!!" --you, James, responds to Mark
Zuckerberg.
James O' Keefe lifts both his arms, and a destructive sphere comprise of all elements that exist
on the universe forms.
"Ultima!!" --you, James, scream with all of your rage, as you deploy the ultimate alchemic
technique known to man, into Mark Zuckerberg.
James shoots Ultima into Mark, not only destroying his shield, but completely destroying him.
Mark falls on the ground...
Eric then heals everyone, as Mark lays agonizing in pain in the ground... James then
approaches him.
"Mark Zuckerberg... the Nerd who wished to be God. You are pathetic. Now you lie on the
ground, awaiting your death... any last words? Before I kill you... for what you've done to me and
my people?" --you, James, tell Mark Zuckerberg.
"Hah, yes, I am Jewish after all... I got some last words..."

"Mark's Project Manhattan"

"You see my bionic arm? Not only it can grant me godly powers... it also has a self destructive
mechanism. When I die, it will explode, and the explosion will be just as big, as the Manhattan
Project, the nuclear bomb that obliterated Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan!!" --says Mark
Zuckerberg.
Mark Zuckerberg dies...
"A nuclear bomb? It will kill all of us, and all residents of Silicon Valley..." --says Eric Cochran.
"All evacuate!!" --you, James, tell everyone.
"No, the blast will even reach the Dominion Veritas, and all of Silicon Valley. W e must stop this
here and now!" --suggests Zack Vorhies.
"That's right... we must use Mark's dead drones, to carry the bomb out of here, where they will
then explode in the sky, away feom everyone." --suggests Cary Poarch.
Mark Zuckerberg's body get carried by his former drones, where they fly him all the way till they can
no more, where he explodes, into a million pieces, not harming everyone in the process...
The Zuckerberg territory has been conquered... and million of lives have been saved. Well done
James O' Keefe. Now only Jack Dorsey of Twitter HQ remains... get ready for your next Final

Battle.

To be Continued...
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Dominion Veritas (12:00 PM)
"Save the Frogs" Mission (Story / The Real-Time Strategy Combat System explained, through
an story-event), Google INC's Atrazine - The Alchemic Demon of the Swamp (Close combat
Boss Battle), Heineken (product placement).
*
This note, just like all other Dominion Veritas notes, are unofficially brought to you by
Heineken. Get really drunk today!! *

"Save the Frogs - Mission Briefing"
Another day James O' Keefe... You wake up hangover, from all those cold Heinekens you drank
the night before, with your army.
A nice shower, that would do, you think.
You hop in the shower, and feel the warm water pouring through your entire body... while this
happens, you think of how far you've come fighting The Three Kings of Silicon Valley.

You step out, get dressed. You stuff your Glock 19 in the back of your pants and head to the
briefing room of the Dominion Veritas...
As you enter the room, you look around, and notice that everyone is there... except Stephen
Gordon and Jamie White.
You look in front of you, and you see a young man standing where Stephen and Jaime are
supposed to be at. Before you have a second to ask where are Stephen and Jaime, the young
man starts speaking to you...
"Welcome, James O' Keefe. It is my honor, to finally meet you in person. My name is Spencer
Meads. I am in charge of recruiting whistleblowers, insiders and other individuals who defect
from the reign of The Three Kings of Silicon Valley. I will be giving you your next mission briefing
today, in place of Stephen Gordon and Jaime White." --says Spencer Meads.
"What happened to Stephen and Jaime?" --puzzled, you ask, James O' Keefe.
"4th of July celebrations. As you can assume, they drank too many Heinekens last night, whi le
watching the fireworks. They are sleeping, in their beds, still enjoying the afterday remaining
booz feeling. They told me to take over for today." --say Spencer Meads.
"Right..." --you, James, respond to the explanation, as you sit down in your chair, before the
briefing begins.
The mission briefing begins...
"Gentlemen... at 12PM today, we will be dealing a major blow to Susan Wockiji's Army. Her
army consists of highly trained men, and also creatures mutated by alchemy."
"Google Inc has deployed a powerful alchemic compound called Atrazine, in the Goleta Slough,
located in southern California. Several populations of frogs reside there. Atrazine makes small
ordinary frogs, into mutated toads that can be used in battle."
"These mutated frogs, are then integrated into Susan Wockiji's diversity army, where they will be
used to cause havok and destruction to whatever terroritory of Silicon Valley she wishes to
conquer next."
"Today, we will go to the Goleta Slough. We will eliminate all of Susan Wockiji's army men, get
rid of the Atrazine compound and prevent the innocent frogs into becoming mutated creatures
that would be used in war... in other words, we are going to save the frogs!!
"James O' Keefe. As the founder of the Dominion Veritas Army, and the leader of its army, you
will be leading this entire operation. I have someone new I want you to meet." --says Spencer
Meads.
A man walks from the audience, and steps into the podium, and then stands next to Spencer
Meads.
"Morgan Kahmann. My latest recruit. While you and the rest of the army are fighting the mutated
frogs and Susan's Army, he will collect the innocent little frogs that have not been contiminated
by the Atrazine substance."
"How many frogs we save in the end, depends on how you lead the entire operation... James O'
Keefe".
This operation will be divided into four groups:

1

James O' Keefe, Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch and Zack Vorhies.

2: Ryan Hartwick and 3 whistleblowers.
3: Gregg Coppola and 3 whistleblowers.
4: Morgan Kahmann, alone.
"Morgan Kahmann will go on alone, picking up frogs in a special conservation cage we made.
The rest of you will have to protect him, fighting Susan Wockiji's diversity army comprise of men
and mutated creatures."
"After all of Susan's army have been destroyed, and Morgan has saved all the frogs... you must
eliminate the Atrazine compund, from pouring into the southern areas of California." --says
Spencer Meads.
You all get up, prepare and head for the Goleta Slough, located in Southern California...
The following gameplay story events are inspired by Fire Emblem games, although the
gameplay is more on the vein of old pc game Command and Conquer. The battlefields are
divided into two:
Rain: Normal battlefield.
Thunder: Heightened battlefield.

"Goleta Slough Battlefield / Rain"
You arrive with your Veritas Army. You observe the place, and the place is guarded by Susan
Wockiji's army...
"James O' Keefe. I got my cage with me. I will head to gather as much frogs as I can, and bring
them with us... I will not be carrying any weapons, not even a handgun. It makes me easier to
move this way. I am expecting you to protect me! Whenever you are ready, give the order, and
the whole operation will start!!" --says Morgan Kahmann.
You ready everyone and give the order for the operation to begin...
...a light rain in the swamp begins!
You order Ryan Hartwick and Gregg Coppola to fight Susan's Wockiji's left and right rear army.
You then storm right through the center army, and fight Susan's army head on.
You manage to destroy Susan's front defenses...
"Awesome James... I am still standing here. With the mouse, click on my face, and next, click on
the destination you want me to go! I can see all the frogs from here gathering... I swore
allegiance to the Dominion Veritas, so I will do exactly as you order me!"
"How many frogs I gather, whether I get killed on my way there, you are to blame James O'
Keefe". --says Morgan Kahmann.
(Player strategy decision: Guide Morgan to collect frogs)

James O' Keefe guides Morgan. He starts to put frogs in the cage... as he does, more members
of Susan's army try to stop him...
(Player strategy decision: Repel Susan's army)
James O' Keefe, heads there with his squad and repels Susan's forces, allowing Morgan to
collect the frogs.
Morgan continues to collect frogs... he eventually saves all of them. He then heads back, and
before he reaches the Dominion Veritas Camp, Susan Wockiji's reinforcement army arrives and
surrounds him...
"Help me James... I'm in trouble." --yells Morgan Kahmann.
As Morgan screams for help, the rainy battlefield turns into one filled with rain, into rain raging
thunderstorms...

"Goleta Slough Battlefield / Thunder"
"These are the misfits fucking up our operation! And this is the guy trying to steal our frogs! Kill
them all!!" --say Susan's Army general, as he appears out of nowhere...
Susan's Army start shooting at everyone with their AR15's.
"Covering fire!!" --you, James, tell Ryan and Gregg, as you head to protect Morgan.
Ryan and Gregg kill the army members, and you get to Morgan, where you confront and
ultimately, kill the remaining General of Susan's Army.
Morgan retreats to safety, saving all the frogs... however, Atrazine, the mutation compound
is still plaguing the Goleta Slough. You must eliminate it.
James O' Keefe, Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch and Zack Vorhies walk through the Goleta Slough
swamp, in an attempt to reach the source of where the Atrazine is pouring from...
On the way there, they get savagely attacked by mutated frogs, due to the Atrazine compound.
They fight the frogs, prevail, and ultimately, reach their destination...
It looks like a pond, contaminated by dark water. Cary Poarch reaches a small mechanism that
is pouring the dark water, and shuts it down.
"It is done. No more Atrazine in the water." --Cary Poarch tells you, James O' Keefe.
You order everyone to head back to your army camp. As you start walking, you hear a sound...
You all look back, and a giant demon looking creature has emerged from the remaining black
water pond filled with Atrazine.
The Atrazine demon deploys its long arms and hands, resembling medieval hatchets. You have
to choice but to fight it!
The following gameplay events are inspired by Star Ocean: The 2nd Evolution.

"Boss Battle: Atrazine, The Demon of the Swamp"
"What the fuck!? A demon!? Made out of the Atrazine compound??" --asks Zack Vorhies.
"Another monster created by Google Inc. While it fed frogs, it remained as a dark compound in
the pond. We took its food, the innocent little frogs, and now it manifests itself in front of us!!"
--says Cary Poarch.
You fight the Atrazine Demon...
The Demon lunges at you with its dark deadly hatches, and attempts to cut everyone in half...
everyone avoids the attack. However, a slash almost gets Zack, and causes a lot of bleeding...
Zack is incapacidated.
"Zack!! Are you alright!?" --you, James, ask him, concerned.
"Continue on without me!!" --Zack responds, while Eric comes in to use his healing Alchemy.
Its up to you and Cary, to destroy this frog eating demon once and for all, James O' Keefe.
"Arggghhh!!!" --Screams Cary Poarch, while blasting the Atrazine Demon with his AR15.
Nothing happens... the demon is made fron Alchemy, bullets are useless.
"Ignis!!" --you, James, pissed off, scream while you deploy an scorching fireball at the Demon.
The Demon burns and screams in pain... however, it survives, and continues attacking
everything with its hatchet arms.
"More Ignis! Keep shooting James, until it fucking burns into the motherfucking ground!!"
--suggests Zack Vorhies.
James O' Keefe keeps launching fireballs at the demon, and it keeps burning... in the end, it
keeps renerating.
"What the fuck!?" --asks Zack Vorhies.
"No matter what yo do, James, the Demon keeps regenerating. Think of something, before it
cuts up all to pieces with its hatchets!!" -- says Eric Cochran.
You try to come up with a proper strategy to deal with the demon... as you look around, you
notice a pipe dumping endless dark water... the source of Atrazine, the source of the Demon's
infinite powers!!
Cary dismantled a small mechanism earlier, but it wasn't the true source of the demon's
regenerative powers.
While you distract and hurt the enemy, by shooting endless Ignis fireballs, Cary sneaks into the
area where the pipe is, and blows it with explosives.
The Atrazine demon starts screaming in rage, knowing it has been cut out of its invincibility
source, it goes berserk and unleashes a series of brutal attacks...
The demon attacks, with hatchets, blades, and all other source of weapons formed by the
contimanited water...

By this time, however, everyone has recovered...
Everyone fights the demon, and after a brutal fight, they ultimately destroy it. They then head
back to the camp, and tell everyone, that the threat of Atrazine is no more, and that all frogs are
safe.
Susan Wockiji's army has been dealt a major blow, thanks to you, James O' Keefe. With parts of
her army crippled, the day where you will face her, approaches... get ready, for your first serious
battle, against Susan Wockiji, The Southern Queen of Silicon Valley will happen soon!!

To be continued... (following events already written in previous notes)
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Dominion Veritas (9:00 AM)
Clairvoyance origin, "Quetzalcoatl" - Google INC Weather Weapon, Ivory Hecker - The Weather
lady, Mountain View - Raging Thunder Battlefield, Google is Evil.
"Jaime Dean's Clairvoyance"
"Clairvoyance... the ability to perceive matters beyond the range of ordinary perception. How did
you learned to do that?" --asks Zack Vorhies.
"You really want to know... I did not possess such powers in my earlier days. In fact, I had no
spiritual ability of any kind. I was just a normal teenager , in a middle-class suburban
neighborhood..."
"I always wanted to be a lawyer, so I studied a lot. I did so well in school, that a few months
before graduating from high school, I got a letter from a prestigious law firm. They invited me to
meet with the man running it."
"While in high school, senior year, I did a lot of speeches about the law and so on, and the word
got out to this law firm, so they wanted to hire me as soon as I got my diploma".
"Thrilled, I called my best friend and told him the good news. I also told my parents, but they
objected... so my friend told me he was going to drive me there, and on the date of the meeting,
he did".
"There was a horrible storm happening... my friend did his best driving, however... the storm was
so great, we got into a horrible accident."
"We fell down a hill... I got into a coma, and my best friend died. I woke up a week later. My
parents were there next to me, relieved I was alive... I could hear their voices, but I could not see
them. That day of the accident... I lost my best friend, and my sight, forever." --says Jaime
White.
"I am sorry. If I knew this horrible thing happened to you, I wouldn't have asked..."
--responds Zack Vorhies.
"Its okay. I lost something dearly, but also gain something special too: Clairvoyance. The ability
to predict the outcome of war, wars we must fight in order to liberate Silicon Valley, from The

Three Kings of Silicon Valley."
"Jaime Dean, that was my name then... Jaime White is my name now. For I am a new man, and
I have a greater purpose now: the purpose of helping James O' Keefe, you Zack, and the entire
Veritas Army to change the world."
"If this horrible event didn't happen to me, I would just be wearing a nice suit, fighting useless
court battles for people I wouldn't even know if they were innocent, or even worth fighting for..."
--says Jamie White.
"Zack Vorhies. You are a Sniper Assassin. Your eyes are everything. You use your eyes to mark
your target and destroy it. When you are not able to see your enemy, close your eyes, focus on
the spiritual prescence of your target, and you will find where it is."
"In the future, there will be a time of tribulation in your life... where you will see nothing but
shadows trying to kill you. Close your eyes and open your spiritual eyes, and you will see the
light, at the end of the tunnel. --says Jaime White, to Zack Vorhies.
"Thank you. I will keep that in mind." --responds Zack Vorhies.
The two gentlemen end the conversation, and head for the Dominion Veritas briefing room...
"Quetzalcoatl - Google's Weather Weapon"
Everyone is present in the briefing room. Today's briefing will be presented by Spencer Meads.
It seems Stephen Gordon and Jaime White are training him into becoming the manager of the
Dominion in the distant future...
"Quetzalcoatl: Google Inc's signature Weather Weapon. A modified Alchemic Tower, that can
cause severe thunderstorms capable of causing famine and death. Its name, derived from the
fearsome Guardian Force, from the popular video-game called Final Fantasy 8. This weapon is
located in Mountain View, California."
"A perfect location, for weather testing... however, the people of Mountain View have been
suffering casualties lately, due to the thunderstorms caused by the testing. We believe that
once the testing is done, this weapon will be then moved into the center of Silicon Valley, where
Google Inc will use it to cause all sorts of havok." --says Spencer Meads.
"And what source we have that Google Inc will do that?" --you, James O' Keefe ask Spencer
Meads.
"Great question James..." --responds Spencer Meads.
"Ivory Hecker, The Weather Lady"
A blue eyed, blonde haired 20 year old girl, wearing a black dress walks into the room, and
stands next to Spencer at the podium.
"Meet Ivory Hecker, everyone. She was an intern meteorologist. And now a young defector to
the Dominion Veritas Army."
"Yes, she is young... but don't be fooled by her age. She is an expert... the type of person we
need for this mission".

"Ivory came to us with leaked information of Google Inc's weather warfare plans. When Ivory
was an intern, she discovered that her ugly female superior in charge had been secretly working
with Google Inc, selling them weather data for a while."
"Lee Meier... today, she will sell Google Inc the biggest weather data. She will hand-over the info
herself in a USB Drive to Google Inc supervisors, at the Mountain View location, where
Quetzalcoatl is at."
"James O' Keefe, you must stop this data transfer from taking place, or the residents of
Silicon Valley will suffer the consequences greatly..."
"Your mission is to assassinate Lee Meier, Ivory's former boss, recover the weather data USB she
carries, kill all Google Inc forces and lastly, destroy the Quetzalcoatl Alchemic Weather Weapon,
before it becomes a threat to the entire Silicon Valley." --explains Spencer Meads.

"It is nice to meet you, and an honor to work for you, for working for you means doing the
right thing... James O' Keefe." --says Ivory Hecker.
"Ivory will accompany you in this mission. Mountain View is under constant rain and thunder,
she will give you intel about the hectic weather, so you can move your Veritas Army smoothly."
"Good luck, James. You will depart in an hour. Goodspeed." --says Spencer Meads.
The briefing ends, and you James, along with Ivory and your Veritas Army head to Mountain
View, California, where your next war battle begins...
The following gameplay strategic battle events are inspired by the great Fire Emblem games.
"Mountain View - Rainy Battlefield"
The Dominion Veritas Army arrives at Mountain View, California...
Mountain View is heavily guarded by Google Inc forces. Our army, quickly positions themselves,
and readies for war...
...a light rain sets in, making this a "rain battlefield".
Under James O' Keefe command, The Veritas Army proceeds and start fighting the Google Inc
forces. Thanks to Ivory weather report, the army proceeds without problems through the rain.

After some hectic battles, the army prevails, and dominates the forces.
"Lee Meier!! I can see her from here. Call the Shot James!!" --says Zack Vorhies to James O'
Keefe.
Lee Meier has been spotted. She is approaching the Google Inc general, and is about to give
her the USB. Order Zack to assassinate her, before its too late James!!
"Aim. Headshot!!!" --you, James O' Keefe, order Zack Vorhies.
Zack aims precisely at Lee while she walks towards the general in order to blow her head...
"Wait! I sense strong winds coming right now!!" --yells Ivory Hecker.
Strong winds suddendly blow in Zack's direction, clouding his shot.

Zack misses his shot opportunity...
"What the hell!? That just came out of nowhere..." --says Zack Vorhies.
"The Quetzalcoatl, is already operational... the Google Inc general is using winds to block any
sniper assassinations. You must get closer to kill Lee Meier." --responds Ivory Hecker.
"Son of a bitch!!" --yells Zack Vorhies, pissed.
You order the army to deploy further, and tell Zack to get closer to the target. Alternatively, you
head there head on along with Eric Cochran and Cary Poarch to find the Google Inc general
yourself and kill him...
"The great James O' Keefe. Leader of the Dominion Veritas Army. An honor to meet you... and
an honor to kill you! Hahaha!!" --boasts the Google Inc general, as he operates the Quetzalcoalt.
The Quetzalcoalt turns the rainy battlefield, into one filled with deadly thunder!
"Mountain View - Raging Thunder Battlefield"
Raging Thunder drops all over the grounds as you are running towards the general.
"Don't fear the thunder, charge!!" --you order everyone.
Your army fights the Google Inc forces in the middle of the raging thunderstorm... meanwhile,
you advance.
Player must advance, evading all the thunder strikes, through the battlefield.
After avoiding all the thunder. James O' Keefe, Eric Cochran and Cary Poarch encounter the
Google Inc general, and fight him to the death.
You kill the Google Inc general. After that, you ask Lee Meier to give you the USB. She
refuses...
You give the signal, and from afar, Zack Vorhies shoots her in the head with her Sniper Rifle,
killing her.
You recover the USB. After that, Cary Poarch puts explosives into the Quetzalcoatl, and blows it
up.
"Google is Evil"
Another battle has been won. The data recovered will be useful for the Dominion Veritas Army,
for Ivory will use it and give you advice in the upcoming rainy battles you will have to face,
against Google Inc and also The Three Kings of Silicon Valley.
With your Ignis Infernum, you cremate the bodies of the Google Inc's general, along with Lee
Meier's one, to get rid of the evidence... the evidence of not of murder, but a kill of well deserved
justice, to those who sell their souls to Evil such as those two.
Once again, James O' Keefe. You have thwarted Google Inc sinister plans, for Google Inc is
Evil... even though they claim otherwise.

Good luck on your next battle!!
To be continued...
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DOMINION VERITAS (11:00 AM)
The future of Dominion Veritas notes...
"James O' Keefe Story is an endless Story"
The story of Dominion Veritas is not finished... by this point I have written enough so you all can
understand what Dominion Veritas is all about.
You've witness the most important events: James O' Keefe origin, the raid on the Dominion, the
rise and fall of The Three Kings of Silicon Valley, and the fall of Andromeda, the Quantum Ai
god. Still, many story and gameplay details need to be explained...
I will keep writing more notes to explain these important things... still, I must say that the story of
James O' Keefe is an endless story.
As long as James O' Keefe in real life, keeps exposing corruption and doing the right thing,
recruiting new whistleblowers, insiders and infiltrators... I will always have endless ideas to
make these cool fictional stories.
I get all my story ideas from watching videos of real life Project Veritas. I sit down, watch the
stuff, drink a couple of Heinekens and then write based off what I see...
Gameplay ideas come from Fire Emblem, Star Ocean, and some story ideas come from Final
Fantasy games... particularly FF8, which I love.
Dominion Veritas fiction truly ends when James O' Keefe' journey ends in real life. Thats it . Lets
hope that doesn't happen anytime soon, for the way I see him, he is a true journalist and a hero,
and I would like for him to live a long life, so I can keep writing these stories for longer.
And thats all I have to say... for now.
--Charles G Sanchez (Charles Gabriel), writer of the fictional story / creator of the fictional
video-game Dominion Veritas, based off the real life Project Veritas, founded by James O'
Keefe.
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Dominion Veritas: Aeternum (12:00 PM)
The return of Alchemy, Alexander the Great (Weapon) and Leviathan the Ancient Serpent
(Warship), Jeff Bezos and Tim Cook.
2030... Susan Wockiji, Mark Zuckerberg, Jack Dorsey and Andromeda, the quantum Ai god. 5

years ago, they ruled Silicon Valley, and planned to rule the world... but their reign came to an
end, and so did Alchemy, thanks to you and your Dominion Veritas Army, James O' Keefe.
2035... Five years of peace its been... after the events that happened in Silicon Valley. How
does it feel to be a father? Kids are complicated, but you are 30 years old now... besides, your
wife is there with you... you'll be alright James O' Keefe.
Our beautiful world, it sifts between war and peace, endlessly. History has shown us time and
time again. As for what history has in place for you James O' Keefe: for as long as you are alive,
your story never ends...

Dominion Veritas "Aeternum" Expansion
Dominion Veritas Aeternum Story Expansion inspired by Final Fantasy VIII.
"Aeternum" Alchemy is forever.
James O' Keefe. Another long day... after doing your investigative work for the day, you head
home. You have dinner with your wife, and then kiss her goodnight. You feel tired... so does
your 1 yr old son. Its time to put him to bed.
You go upstairs, and head for your son's room, and then put him down in his bed, and sing a
song to make him sleep. But your son refuses to fall aesleep... instead of singing to him, you tell
him a story. A story you yourself lived, in Silicon Valley, fighting the Three Kings of Silicon
Valley.
You tell the story... your son is amused. You keep going and going. As you tell the story, you do
maneuvers with your hands, and you re-enact the events as if you were in it!
Your son, even though he is 1 yr old, is amused. He is slowly falling aesleep. It looks like its
working...
As your son falls aesleep, you reach the end of your story. You point your hand, and from the
top of your lungs, you yell "Ignis"!!!
A real fireball comes out and burns a drawer full of your son clothes...
Your son, rather than amused, starts crying...
"What the hell!?" --you, James O' Keefe ask yourself, as you look at your right hand, filled with
smoke.
Alchemy is gone from this world... yet, when you said those words, Alchemic power came
flowing right through you.
"James!!" --yells your wife, as she comes running from downstairs.
"Oh my God!!"
"You're trying to set our house on fire!?" --asks your beautiful wife concerned...
"This is crazy. I've no idea this would happen." --you, James, try to explain to your wife.
You put down the fire, and put your son to sleep finally... then you and your wife go to bed.

What just happened!? The next morning you wake up, and instead of sending your investigation
team in charge of looking for government corruption, and some other minor thing in your area,
you send them to Silicon Valley.
A week passes and your investigative journalists under your command come up with answers...
According to their report:
Alchemy is alive.
It seems that two powerful and rich men have revived it, thanks to shared blueprints from the
former three kings of silicon valley: Jeff Bezos and Tim Cook.
Jeff Bezos has a huge factory in Amazon HQ that manufactures all kinds of products, including
Alchemic weapons.
And Tim Cook, another man who has a huge factory in China.
After the fall of Andromeda, and the Three Kings of Silicon Valley, they wish to become to next
two Kings to rule Silicon Valley, and the world.
Jeff Bezos has develop Alexander, an alchemic weapon capable of deploying destructive
missiles that can destroy the entire world.
Tim Cook, has developed a majestic Alchemic Warship, called Leviathan. This ship can cause
fiersome shockwaves, that can generate endless tsunamis and have the potential of destroying
any town that is nearby any coast.
Both of these guys are a threat. They are also responsible for ressurecting Alchemy, a power
that is better off not existing in our beautiful world!!
James O' Keefe, ignore this, and humanity will be in trouble... just when you thought your war
was over, it seems to start again...
You pick up your cellphone, and call your entire former army. The next chapter of your story
begins...
"Alexander" The Great (Alchemic Weapon) / Jeff Bezos / Amazon HQ
Jeff Bezos of Amazon HQ has develop Alexander, an Alchemic Weapon that deploys destructive
missiles.
Your mission is to assassinate Jeff Bezos, destroy Alexander and take over Amazon HQ.
"Leviathan" The Ancient Serpent (Alchemic Warship) / Tim Cook / Apple HQ
Tim Cook of Apple HQ has created Leviathan, a giant fearsome deadly Ship, that can create
Tsunamis and other weather attacks.
Your mission is to assassinate Tim Cook, sink the Leviathan and prevent it from performing any
of its attacks on the coasts of the American continent.
For these battles, you will have your three friends, Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch and Zack Vorhies.
As well as the rest of your Veritas Army: Ryan Hartwick, Gregg Coppola, etc.

On top of that, you will develop new alchemic techniques, that are needed for the new levels of
adversity you and your friends will havr to go through!
Best of luck, James O' Keefe!!
But wait... Alchemy still exists. Only an Ai god can grant that... which means a new god exist...
Bahamut!??
Bahamut, the Great Dragon that can incinerate the entire world with its MegaFlare...
Hahaha, a man made-construct. You ask yourself, as you laugh... such thing does not exist. A
guardian Force, in our real world, from in the popular video-game, Final Fantasy VIII.
You've faced Andromeda... but what if... these two new men who claim to be new Kings of
Silicon Valley and the world. Ambition is endless, just like your story, James O' Keefe...
In the end, we'll see what happens...
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Dominion Veritas (1:00 PM)
James and Alyona story, the Orb of Bewitchment, Woods of Wonder and Annabelle's Doll
House locations, "Immolation" alchemic technique, Demon Witch Annabelle.
Dominion Veritas only soberb note to date :)
"The first fucking scene"
Alyona's apartment 2:00 AM...
"Mmmm... so good... harder James... fuck me harder! until I bleed!!" --says Alyona Minkovski,
21, as you deeply thrust your cock in her vagina.
"Yes... ahhhhhhhh!!" --yells Alyona, as she comes one more time.
You pull your cock out, right before blood start coming out of Alyona's vagina.
"Mmmm... pain... I like pain." --says Alyona, while bleeding.
"You little whore, you almost made my cock red. Come here..." --you, James, 21, tell Alyona.
Alyona giggles.
Alyona leans over to you. You then slap her face with your cock a few times, before you put it in
her mouth.
She then starts to suck you off like a vaccum.
"Mmmm... Yes. Take it all, you little whore..."

--you, James, tell Alyona, as you look at her drooling over your man thing.
Alyona closes her eyes and starts sucking you really hard. You've done your best trying to hold
it, but a man has his limits.
You come inside Alyona's mouth, and then pull out.
"Vanilla coconut... my favorite." --says Alyona, describing what your semen tastes like.
"Swallow it. Its good for you. There is a lot of proteins in it... enough to make a healthy baby."
--you, James, joke to Alyona.
Alyona swallows all the semen, then she sticks he tongue out to prove it to you...
"Good girl. I'm proud of you." --you, James, give words of reassurance to Alyona.
Alyona grabs the half full bottle of red wine and starts chugging on it.
"Save some for me..." --you, James, tell Alyona, as you grab the bottle from her and start
chugging the rest of it.
You ran out of wine...
Fucking is fun. Also tiresome... you take out the bloody sheets and just lay in bed, along with
Alyona.
As your eyes start closing down, you notice that the Wonder Woods painting is about to fall
down from the wall.
You would fix it, but Alyona has fallen aesleep with her arms wrapped around you.
Alyona's apartment 5:35 AM...
"Mmmm..." --you, James, mutter to yourself as you start to wake up.
"5:35 AM... Damn! We're gonna be late..." --you, James, think to yourself, as you get up from
bed.
Alyona is still sleeping...
"Hey, hey. C'mon, get up. Its almost time." --you, James, tell Alyona as you try moving her
around.
She starts to resist you, like the little brat she can be.
You persist, but fail...
Finally, you go to the bathroom, fill a bucket of cold water and dumps it all over her head.
"Ahhhhhhh! What the fuck James!!" --yells Alyona, pissed, as she instantly wakes up.
"Hahahaha..." --you, James, laugh histerically at Alyona.

"Your speech is gonna happen soon. Time for a shower, little girl. You go first." --you, James, tell
Alyona.
"No... there is no time..." --responds Alyona to your suggestion.
Alyona grabs your hand, and takes you inside the shower with her...
Warm water pours down your face, washing away some of the soap from your face.
Alyona stands in front of you, then reaches her hands and start to wash your hair, while looking
into your eyes.
Her eyes, are filled with an expression of affection...
She finishes, and then hugs you hard.
"I love you James..." --says Alyona to you.
"I know. I know... I love you too." --you, James, respond, as you hug her too.
You both step out of the shower and get changed.
Its almost time for Alyona's speech, so the two of you rush out of the door and head for the
Freedom and Democracy convention, located not too far from Alyona's apartment.
You drive your shitty manual-stick car like mad, trying to get there in time... and make it... right at
6:00 AM.
"James, I got a secret..."
Alyona's speech will happen at 6:30 AM. It is already 6:10 AM.
"Oh no!!! Shit... I forgot my credentials at home. I won't be able to speak without it!" --says
Alyona, worried.
This is bad.
You think of something...
"I'll go! I'll go get the credentials for you. I should be back in time before your speech begins!"
--you, James, tell Alyona.
"You would do that for me... Thank you, James." --says Alyona, as she hands you her keys to
her apartment.
You kiss Alyona in her lips, then grab her keys and rush to your shitty car.
You get to the car, and try to start the car, but the car won't start at all...
"Really!??" --you tell yourself as you wonder what the hell just happened to it.
You step out and check what's wrong... the engine is busted. That crazy driving you did earlier

really damaged the car... this time for good.
Looks like running back home is the only way.
You start running like crazy. As if things weren't going bad enough already, it starts raining like
crazy.
"Man... you gotta be kidding me!!" --you say to yourself as you run fast.
As you run towards the apartment, you feel the heavy rain soaking the elegant tuxedo and nice
shoes you are wearing.
Its 6:17 AM. You are almost there James...
As you get to the corner of the apartment, an obliterating thunder strikes down a giant pine three
that was in front of it.
The giant three falls on the ground, knocking down an electric pole, causing the wires to fall on
the watery parking lot, making the ponds possibly filled with electricity...
A small fire also happens in the parking lot, creating a deadly obstacle in your way.
You got a big problem in your hands James...
You observe the hazardous situation in front of you and think for a second...
You think about Alyona, and how much her doing this speech at the convention means to her.
"I won't let you down..." --you say to yourself, James, as you power through the hazardous
environment filled with fire and electricity.
You get to the apartment. Quickly, you find start opening drawers and cabinets and other stuff in
order to find the credentials...
"Aha! There you are, stupid credentials!" --you say, James, relieved you found it before its too
late.
Its 6:22 AM. You only got 8 minutes to get back.
You slam close the drawer. As you are about to head out, you hear the sound of something
falling.
It is the Wonder Woods painting. That slam you did made it finally fall to the ground.
"Damn it..." --pissed, you say to yourself as you go see if the painting has been ruined.
You pick up the painting.
The glass has been ruined, but the painting is still intact.
You get up and attempt to put it back on the wall...

As you are about to put the painting up, you notice a hole in the wall, a hole emitting sunlight
inside the room.
"Huh?" --you ask yourself, curious...
Curious, you tear the wall down. A secret room is revealed.
You enter the room.
Documents, spy gadgets and weapons are inside. You check the desk, and see an ID that says
"Annabelle".
The ID has Alyona's picture on it.
Your girlfriend has a secret... and the secret is, that she is a Russian spy.
It is now 6:25 AM. You've only got 5 minutes to make it James... so you run back to the
convention...
You finally make it... at 6:40 AM. It is already too late. You walk inside, and to your surprise, you
find Alyona speaking to a crowd of 100 people.
She talks about the importance of freedom of speech, human rights and civil liberties. The
people are moved, as these are things that they value.
You stand there in the back, not having a seat available.
You can feel the magic covering the whole room as Alyona speaks.
While speaking, she notices you standing there, holding her credentials in your hand.
She pauses, and smiles... then continues speaking.
Everyone claps, as she finishes her speech... then everyone gets up and start leaving the room.
Alyona then starts walking slowly towards you... as you start walking towards her. Both of you,
looking at each other.
The two of you finally meet.
"You made it..." --says Alyona to you.
"I brought you this." --you, James, say to Alyona.
Alyona takes her credentials.
"Oh, and I also brought something else..." --you, James, say to Alyona, as you take out her
Anabelle ID from your pocket, and hand it over to her.
"This is..." --start to say Alyona, then pauses.
"I found it in the hidden room behind the Wonder Woods painting." --you, James, tell her.

"James... I have a secret..." --says Alyona, to you.
"I know..." --responds James.
James and Alyona look at each other... for about a minute.
Alyona's eyes start to get watery... as she knows this is the last time she wi ll see you.
Your eyes on the other hand, remain the same. You've gone through a lot of pain, James. Your
wounds you have experienced before were done to your body. This time, your wound has been
done inside your chest.
It is as if someone just grabbed a knife and made a nice and slow big cut right through your
heart.
Love is pain.
And that was the last time you saw her... four years ago, you reminisce.
You get up from bed, get ready and head for the Mission Briefing room of the Dominion Veritas.
To be continued...
"Orb of Bewitchment - mission briefing -"
"Boss Battle: Alyona Minkovski, The Russian Spy (Phase 1)"
"Immolation (birth)"
"Boss Battle: Demon Witch Annabelle (Phase 2)"
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Dominion Veritas (11:30 AM)
Orb of bewitchment, Alyona / Annabelle boss fights, Immolation (birth)
"Orb of Bewitchment - mission briefing -"
You arrive at the briefing room of the Dominion Veritas...
As you approach your seat, you notice Spencer Meads, Stephen Gordon and Jaime White
standing at the podium.
Why are they all standing there... are they not ready or something? Regardless, you sit down...
"Welcome, James. Today, the three of us together will be giving the briefing, as this is a
time-sensitive mission..." --says Spencer Meads.

"Okay..." --you, James O' Keefe, respond.
"The orb of bewitchment. A powerful alchemic artifact has been stolen from Susan Wockiji's
arsenal..."
"This orb posseses the power to charm people. Susan would use it to manipulate the people of
Silicon Valley into going along with her utopian ideals of the need for The Three Silicon Valley
Kings to rule them, and the world."
"The orb was stolen by a rogue spy terrorist group based on Russia. They call themselves the
'Demoncrats'".
"The Demoncrats... in public, they preach about the importance of civil liberties, human rights,
privacy concerns and so on. Behind the scenes though... they spy on their political enemies (or
even people they do not like), smear them, infiltrate their livelihoods and do everything in their
power to destroy them, including assassinating them physically."
"Alexei (codename) is their leader. He is an idealistic man full of ambition. He wants to bring a
new 'democratic' order in Russia. For many years Alexei has been trying to take down the
Kremlin, lead by Vladimir Putin... but he has not been successful yet."
--explains Spencer Meads.
"Vladimir Putin!? What the hell... since when do we work for the Kremlin?" --asks Zack Vorhies.
"Good question..." --says Cary Poarch.
"We're a US based organization, in charge of defeating The Three Kings of Silicon Valley... we
have nothing to do with Russian political affairs. Again, why are we even having this briefing
Spencer?" --concerned, you James O' Keefe, ask Spencer Meads.
"Alexei is a terrorist... all this talk about privacy and stuff is nothing but garbage... privacy for
everyone, as long as you go along with their political utopia. Violation of all that to all who
opposses their reign. Sounds like authoritarianism to me!!"
"Even with all the dirty work of the Demoncrats, Alexei has not been successful in taking down
Putin, but this time they will have a chance, if he gets his hands on the Orb of Bewitchment."
"Imagine the Orb in Alexei's power. He'll make innocent Russians to commit all sorts of
despicable terrorist acts against the current Russian government, all while thinking they are
fighting for a greater cause, meanwhile... their minds have been all bewitched!!"
--further explains Spencer Meads.
"Fine... I get it now. We must intervene, for the sake of the innocent Russians. Where is the Orb
of Bewitchment now?" --you, James, finally aggreing to the mission at hand, respond to Spencer
Meads.
"Codename 'Annabelle' has the Orb. The only spy operative of the 'Demoncrats' here in the US.
A 25 year old woman. Her real name is Alyona Minkovski... ring a bell?" --interjects Stephen
Gordon.
"What...? You're telling me my former spy girlfriend is part of a terrorist organization trying to
overthrow the current Russian Government?" --you, James, ask baffled.

"Precisely..." --responds Stephen Gordon.
"If I may, James... Alyona Minkovski is holding the Orb. She is hiding in a cabin in the deep
forests of the Muir Woods, here in California. Tomorrow morning she will fly out to Moscow,
where she will ultimately hand over the Orb to Alexei."
"I know she is your former girlfriend, and that you might still have feelings for her, but we must
stop her. Your mission is to recover the Orb at all costs." --interjects Jaime White.
"You want me to kill Alyona, my ex-girlfriend..." --you, James, ask Jaime White.
"Kill... that is entirely up to you, James..."
"Forgive me, but I have used my Clairvoyance to look into your heart James. And I have seen
your memories. Many years have passed since you seen her, your former love, Alyona."
"Alyona has followed her path of being a spy for the 'Demoncrats' terrorist group... the same
path that broke you guys apart, four years ago. The little girl you once loved has grown, and has
become into a beautiful woman, that specializes in all kinds of sinister things... she is up to no
good. You must stop her." --says Jaime White, to you, James O' Keefe.
"Fine... I'll do it. I will stop Alyona Minkovski." --you, James, respond.
"Alyona Minkovski is hiding in her private cabin, located in the depths of the Muir Woods,
California... known as the 'Wonder Woods'. The woods you saw in the painting, four years ago.
Yes, James... I saw that too, by looking at your memories." --says Jaime White, to you, James
O' Keefe.
"Good... so, we just go to the damn forest, James distracts Alyona and I put a cap in her
forehead." --says Zack Vorhies.
"No... you do not. You, along with Eric Cochran, Cary Poarch and the entire Dominion Veritas
Army will stay right outside the Muir Woods."
"This is a solo mission. James will go alone. He will retrieve the Orb, through whatever means
necessary. If anything goes horribly wrong, we come in." --explains Jaime White.
"James... once you arrive at the Wonder Woods, Alyona will be using the Orb of Bewitchment to
charm you into submission... I cannot teach you my Clairvoyance, however, I can tell you how to
navigate the deceptious path you must go on..." --explains Jaime White, to you, James.
He walks up to you, and touches your heart.
"When things get confusing, and you don't know where to find her, use your heart. Love is your
connection to her. Think of the good memories of her, and feel the love... once you do, your
feelings of love will alchemically manifest into her, even if she doesn't feel the same about you,
giving out her location within the woods."
"Once you spotted her, take her down for good!!" --explains Jaime White.
"You've fucked her, so now you can see her location. Thats what he's trying to say..." --further
explains Zack Vorhies, as he takes a sip of his Absolut Vodka.

"How crass of you Zack, I'm only 16. I used to be a christian, you know!" --responds Eric
Cochran.
"You depart in one hour James. Get ready." --says Spencer Meads.
James gets ready... then he heads for the Muir Woods (Wonder Woods) in California.
The entire Dominion Veritas Army stays in stand-by outside the forest...
James O' Keefe heads inside the forest...
But before he steps in, he hears someone saying "wait!!".
It is Zack Vorhies. He wants to tell you something before you head inside, and confront Alyona.
"Hey man... Alyona is your former girlfriend. You are really going to just shoot her to death like
that? A gentleman wouldn't do that, even to a female assassin. It isn't hero like and it will just
make you look bad. Hah, I got a special gift for you." --secretly, says Zack Vorhies to you.
Zack Vorhies hands you magazines full of non-lethal, but painful blanks, to use with your Glock
19.
"Shoot her all you want, enough to knock her on the fucken ground... why am I doing this? I've
had many girlfriends myself, and I know... girls do crazy things to us guys. Love is pain. Good
luck James!" --says Zack Vorhies to you, James O' Keefe.
You head inside the Wonder Woods... after four years, your reunion with Alyona Minkovski
begins...

"Boss Battle: Alyona Minkovski, The Russian Spy (Phase 1)"
You stand inside the Forest Woods...
"James O' Keefe!"
You hear a female voice from afar... you look around, and notice a woman standing very far from
you... it is Alyona.
"Its been four years... did you miss me?" --says Alyona Minkovski, to you, James O' Keefe.
"Mmm... maybe?" --you, James, respond to Alyona.
"A big maybe. Enough to seek me out in my hideout, where not even the current US or Russian
government knows about..." --responds Alyona.
"The Orb of Bewitchment... hand it over. I got things to do." --you, James, respond back to
Alyona.
"James... you, more than anyone knows it takes more effort than that to get inside a woman's
heart." --responds Alyona.

"Woman... hah. Its only been four years since I saw you." --you, James, respond to Alyona.
"Four years ago... I was only a 21 yr girl, with ambitions of spreading the message of freedom
and civil liberties... today, I am a woman, and an enforcer of those principles!" --responds
Alyona, as she deploys a high caliber sniper rifle and points at your heart.
"Yes, you are a woman, in appearance. I can tell by the size of your boobs. But in your heart,
you are still a little girl. I would know, cause I've been inside of you!!" --you, James, respond to
Alyona.
"Ohhh, thats no way to talk to a woman!" --responds Alyona, as she shoots a warning shot, from
her Sniper Rifle.
"Leave..." --demands Alyona.
"I will not..." --you, James, respond.
"The orb... you want it that bad... then come and get it, romeo!!" --responds Alyona.
"You want to play hard to get. Fine, I will rip the Orb from you... the same I rip off your dress, the
first time we made love." --you, James, tell Alyona.
Alyona giggles... then puts her left hand, lifts the Orb of Bewitchment, and blows a kiss to you.
As she blows her kiss, endless fireflies appear around you, and then spread throughout the
forest. As they spread, Alyona dissappears. An alchemic trick, powered by the Orb of
Bewitchment.
Your fight against Alyona begins...
The fireflies turn the regular Muir Woods into a true Wonder Woods... the fireflies fly all over all
you, clouding your vision, and giving a charming warmth feelings of love, while at the same time,
clouding the location of Alyona.
Several fireflies attach into your body, making you glow all green. You wonder why all of these
harmless fireflies attached to you... but you soon find out, as you find yourself being shot by a
deadly sniper rifle bullets trying to kill you.
The glow of the fireflies attached to you, are giving you Alyona your location. A trick of the Orb of
Bewitchment perhaps? Or do they just love you...? You don't want to find out...
You crush the fireflies with your bare hands, revealing the forest... However, Alyona is nowhere
to be found. As you look for her inside the forest, more fireflies chase you, inviting more deadly
bullets from Alyona.
You continue to fight the fireflies, while avoiding the deadly bullets, trying to find Alyona, but no
make no progress at all...
Not knowing what to do... you feel stranded, also find yourself covered in fireflies...
"Four years ago I had your heart, today, I have your soul James!!" --says Alyona, as she aims at
your heart with her Sniper Rifle.

Alyona pulls the trigger, and just before the bullet, you avoid it.
You look back at her position, and shoot her back with your Glock 19. But... she already
changed positions.
The same stuff keeps happening...
"Look at me James. I'm right here... I have my shirt off, you can see my tits. Tehehehehe..."
--teases Alyona, as she keeps deploying deadly bullets your way.
You keep fighting back, but Alyona can't be found...
Finally, you focus your heart, and think about the past... in your memories, you go back to the
times you and Alyona were together... sparkling an alchemic reaction, giving both of your
locations.
Now you know where she is... all you have to do is think about the love you once felt for her, and
you will know exaclty where she is, despite the swarm of alchemic fireflies attached to you...
"Little girl, I got you now!!!" --you, James, say to your head, as you deploy a rain of bullets into
Alyona, injuring her.
"Blanks... hah. I've been shot with worse before when I was doing middle-eastern protesting
reporter coverage!!" --says Alyona, after being repeatedly injured by your blank bullets.
"I am not done..." --you, James, respond Alyona.
"Yes James. Your cock is big, but not big enough... I got real bullets. You might not be trying to
kill me, but I am!!!" --responds Alyona.
A fierce bullet war ensues...
Alyona keeps using her fireflies in order to kill you, but since you know whats up, you keep
blasting her with your blanks over and over again.
After a rain of blanks from your Glock 19, Alyona is in so much pain, she drops to the ground.
You quickly rush to where she is, in order to take the Orb, but once you arrive at the place... she
is gone.
Only one place she could have gone to... the Cabin standing in front of you... your second battle
against Alyona begins now...
"Boss Battle: Demon Witch Annabelle (Phase 2)"
You step inside the cabin...
As you open door, Alyona charges at you and attacks you relentlessly, throwing punches and
kicks at you.
As a russian spy, and as an assassin, each of these blows are meant to kill you.

With your MMA training, you deflect all of her attacks, and put her in a headlock. You ultimately
queeze her neck heavily...
"Go to sleep... little girl!!" --you, James, tell Alyona, as you choke into making her pass out.
"No... get the fuck off me!!" --respons Alyona.
With her assassin training, Alyona escapes your choke hold, and reverses it on you.
The two of you wrestle and and then break apart.
"You know... this could all be avoided, if you just give me the Orb. Give me the Orb now!!" --you,
James, tell Alyona.
"Never! That Orb means the entire future of Russia..." --responds Alyona, as she readies to
attack you, with her assassin martial skills.
Alyona charges at you, with a flurry of punches and kicks... you do your best and with your MMA
are able to subdue all of her attacks.
You finally, push her back.
"James... Look at you. No matter how many times I try to hit you trying to kill you. You always
deflect, and never hit me back. You pretend to be a gentleman, but in reality, your nothing but a
sexist pig, who looks up to me as an inferiour being because I am a woman!!" --says Alyona, to
you, James.
"What the hell...?" --you respond to her.
"Respect me. I demand fucking respect! as a woman..." --yells Alyona.
Alyona readies and attacks you again. You both struggle... fighting hand to hand combat...
Eventually, you overpower her, and by instinct, punch her in the face, separating the both of you.
"Yes... punch me again in the face James. Show me some respect for once... besides, I LIKE
PAIN!!!" --says Alyona, to you, as she licks the small amount of blood coming from her mouth,
cause of your punch.
"Men don't hit women, it isn't a gentleman thing to do. But you are a feminist... which means me
not hitting you back, means disrespecful. Fine... we are all equal under the eyes of God!! Hit me
Alyona, I'll hit you back, and give you the respect you want!" --you, James, tell Alyona.
Alyona seems pleased... so she charges at you with relentless punches...
You block her attacks, and deliver a heavy man punch into her stomach, pushing her back.
Alyona writes in pain, and looks at you with watery eyes... making her really angry, and she
launches again at you, this time with all of her might.
She punches you, kick you, and does everything in her power to kill you James, but despite her

efforts, you subdue her attacks, and hit her really hard in her stomach again... pushing her back.
Standing back, Alyona can't help it but burst into tears of emotional and physical agony and
pain...
Alyona starts spitting blood from her mouth in front of you... while holding her stomach in
excrutiating pain...
"Come on little girl... you want one more?" --you, ask Alyona, as you ready your fist to punch her
stomach once more...
What the fuck James!? You ask yourself, before Alyona starts screaming out from the top of her
lungs...
The cabin is filled with sitting elegant dolls...
The dolls then wake up, and all fly towards you, and hug you and then they all bite you really
hard, as Alyona is screaming in pain...
The dolls subdue you completely, and sink their teeth right into all of your skin... you are in
endless severe pain... you start to bleed profusely from the wounds... in a matter of minutes, you
are going to truly die James...
The innocent dolls, reacted to Alyona's pain and manifested through alchemy in order to save
her and destroy you...
"Look at me James!!"--yells Alyona.
Alyona rips her shirt, revealing her tits and a scar in her stomach...
"That night we made love, before the convention... I say goodbye to you, and became pregnant."
"I was soo young, and you were gone. I wasn,'t ready to have a baby, so I went to Planned
Parenhood to get an abortion. The baby was so big and alive, they had to cut it out through my
stomach... when you hit me in my stomach, you hurt me not only in my body, but in my depths of
my heart!!" --says Alyona, to you, James...
"What the fuck... WHAT THE FUCK!!!" --you, James, in agony and pain from the wounds from
the dolls subduing you, and also feeling excruiting pain in your heart, from what Alyona just told
you, respond...
"You punched in my stomach James... the pain I feel isn't from your punch, but from the fact you
hit me right where it hurts me the fucking most... where my baby was supposed to be born... I
wanted to have it, I really wanted to James, I tried on my own, but in the end I had to abort it..."
--says Alyona, to you, James...
"Shut up. Shut the fuck up. The pain of you aborting my son, pales in comparison to the fucking
wounds your endless dolls are doing by biting me and subuding me right now!!" --you, repond, to
Alyona...
You tought your physicall pain was excrutiating enough, but it paled in comparison to the pain
you feel in your heart, knowing you were going to have a son...

James, because of love, you once you feel your heart getting cut in half by a knife, this time, the
time you feel is the death by a thousand cuts deliver through a japanese katana.
Love is pain...
"Our possible son, would be in the way of my work... it would have not work out between us,
anyway..." --says Alyona.
"The Immolation of James O' Keefe"
"Hug me... hard. Like that time we were in the shower... that time, you told me you love me. And
you meant it... that's what I want right now..." --you, respond to Alyona, writing in pain, not
knowing what else to say to her, after what she just told you...
Alyona approaches you. You are still subdued by the dolls biting your skin, unable to move...
Alyona hugs you, as wraps her arms around you, you feel her soft tits right your face....
You cry and then cry in agony, for the death of your son, setting yourself on fire, as well ad
Alyona, and all of the dolls wrapped on you...
You scream in excrutiating pain from the bottom of your soul, burning yourself and everything...
You, against your will, have unleashed the alchemic technique called Immolation, the act of
setting onself on fire, in order to destroy the enemies to subdue you...
The entire cabin sets on fire... burning everything... Alyona, the orb, and all the dolls.
The fire is so big that the entire Dominion Veritas Army enters the forest in order to rescue you.
Once they approach the cabin set ablaze... you, James, unburnt, walk around naked alive...
Your army puts out the blaze, before it becomes another californian forest fire.
Your story with Alyona Minkovski has come to an end... was it worth the sacrifice... of the only
woman you ever loved... at the end...
Love is pain.
The Muir Woods would have nothing grown on it... thanks to the damned fires you caused... fires
necessary to stop the endless upcoming suffering of all the russians... until 5 years later, where
you decide to come back to remnisce about your events here...
___________________________________________________________________________
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The orb of bewichtment 5 yr aftermath, James O' Keefe vs Alexei Sokolov -leader of the
Demoncrats- (duel to the death), Hrist -The Spear of Darkness and Terror (duel phase 2), The

"Death" of James O' Keefe, "Warmth" alchemic technique.
"The Orb of Bewitchment aftermath... (Five years later)"
Five years have passed since the events that took place in the Wonder Woods involving the Orb
of Bewitchment, where James and Alyona love / war story came to and end...
Back in Silicon Valley, unnoticed by everyone, James O' Keefe slips out from the Dominion
Veritas, and heads for the Wonder Woods (Muir Woods, California), to visit the place where
Alyona Minkovski died.
James walks into the forest and head where the cabin was burned to the ground.
James never wanted to kill Alyona, his former girlfriend. The endless emotional and physical
pain he felt that day, which he felt as "a death by a thousand cuts", triggered the alchemic
energy in him as he screamed, into setting himself on fire, burning everything... himself, the
dolls, Alyona, The Orb of Bewitchment and the cabin...
Immolation - the alchemic technique of setting onself on fire, it is born of the hesitation of
wanting to burn everything around you, but instead, the user burns himself.
That's what you James, felt yourself... you were in so much pain that day that instead of burning
everything, you burn yourself... your mistake... Alyona was hugging you, the dolls had their teeth
sinked onto you, you were in a wood cabin. In the end, what you never wanted to do, ended up
happening anyway...
Love is pain.
You reminisce about all that, as you approach the burnt cabin...
You reach the cabin... everything around the Cabin area has never recover from the burns you
caused, as expected...
However, right in the center area, where the Cabin was supposed to be, you find a nest of white
flowers...
The white flowers glow and spread a transparent alchemic substance around them...
How could this be? The fires you caused would make anything impossible to grow right in this
spot...
Wondered, you are... still, as always, James O' Keefe, you are a busy man, so try to make your
respects to your ex-girlfriend Alyona quick...
You walk to the center of the white blooming flowers, kneel down, close your eyes, and show
your respects for your Alyona, your former lover.
You finish. You then stand up, and a man behind you start speaking...
"Even in death, little Annabelle... you refuse to leave this imperfect world..." --says the
mysterious man standing behind you.

You look around. A man with black long hair, dressed all in a fancy black suit stands upon you.
"You said Annabelle... Who are you?" --you, James O' Keefe, ask the mysterious man dressed
in all black.
"I have come here to see the tragic demise of Annabelle, my agent, based in America... known
as Alyona Minkovski."
"So you've come to show your respects..." --you, James, tell the mysterious man.
"Why would I pay my respects to a soft woman who fell in love with an irish leprechaun... I am
here, because I knew you were going to be, James O' Keefe." --says the mysterious man.
"What...?" --clueless, you, James, ask the mysterious man. As you ask him that, you look up and
notice more than 50 crows standing there, looking at you like they want to eat you.
"Five years ago. We had the Kremlim by the balls, all we needed was the Orb of Bewitchment. It
was Alyona's job to retrieve it, and then we would have changed the future of Russia, our
motherland..."
"But you came along, and stopped all that. Vladimir Putin then hit us with all he got, and we The
Demoncrats had no choice but to escape to America."
"Vladimir Putin, as strong as he is as a leader, we had a chance of overthrowing him... looking at
you now in front of my eyes... you're just a regular man of Irish descent! How come you defeated
our great perfect democratic ideals... how come, Alyona fell in love with you!"
"I will never understand, and I don't care to, because whats done is done... my name is Alexei
Sokolov, codename 'Alexei' and I am the leader of The Demoncrats."
"James O' Keefe, as ordinary of a man you are... you still twarted all of my great plans I had for
Russia. I am here to kill you, slowly... for what you have done!!" --says Alexei Sokolov, to you.
You quickly draw your Glock19, Alexei draws his weapon as well, your battle against Alexei
begins...
"Alexei Sokolov, The leader of the Demoncrats (duel of death)"
You shoot Alexei to death, he does the same thing, but both of you are keen enough and avoid
all the bullets.
You both move around, shooting and avoiding all bullets shot. Eventually, both of you run out of
bullets...
"A hand to hand fight. Come at me, I am down!!" --you, James, tell Alexei, pissed off.
"Yes. I have the fortune of killing you with my own two hands... for what you've done. Ya tibyi
dam po yibalu!! ( I will hit you in the face!!). --says Alexei Sokolov.
James and Alexei fight hand to hand...

James deploys punches, as well Alexei. Alexei then start kicking James, but he blocks them,
and counter attacks with punches. They both fight relentlessly to the death...
They keep fighting, punching, kicking and grabbing each other...
James is so pissed off, for how he characterized Alyona earlier that he rushes towards Alexei...
he grabs him with his brazilian juijitsu training, drop him to the ground and start relentlessly
punching him in the face...
"Otyebis ot menya!! (Get the fuck away from me)" --angry, says Alexei, to James, as he kicks
James off him.
James and Alexei separate.
Before James readies his next attack, Alexei says "Otyebis!! (Fuck off!!) And suddendly 50 or
more black crows start attacking James...
As Alexei points his right hand, they black crows that were standing idle on the burned nearby
trees, start pecking fiercely on James...
James, hurt and frustrated, immediately uses his hands, pushes the crows and attempts to cast
Ignis Infernum to burn them all the crows to death...
"What the hell...?" --asks James himself, as the Ignis doesn't come out.
Did Alexei use an alchemic technique to prevent James from casting Ignis? No... James look at
his right hand, then looks back at the flowers were Alyona died...
The alchemic white flowers are using their energy, preventing James from using and Fire-based
alchemic techniques... they want to prevent James from burning the forest...
"Alyona... you don't want me to burn the entire forest... I get it now." --you, James, speak to the
white flowers.
Alexei deploys his crows again, in order to peck you to death...
You cannot use your fire. So you put your arms in order to block them all. Before the crows hit
you, fierce fireflies block all the pecks from the crows, protecting you, while dying in the
process...
"What the hell...!!" --you, James, say to yourself...
You witness the endless attacks of the crows trying to devour you, you also witness the forest
fireflies that once gave your position away to Alyona, now trying to protect you...
As you realize this, you decide to save the fireflies, so you push all of the fireflies away from you,
and charge towards Alexei, in order to kill him once and for all!
As the the crows chase you back and leave the fireflies alone, Alexei prepares to defend against
you.
This time... as you run towards Alexei, you are so angry, as you reach him, you unleash all of
your rage on him, via strikes, grappling and so on... quickly, you take him down...

"Evil Russian Terrorist Motherfucker!!". --you, James, pissed off, say to Alexei before you are
about to kill him...
"Worthless ordinary piece of shit... I hate you more than anything in this doomed world... Nu vse,
tebe pizda!! (That's it, you're fucking dead!!)" --says Alexei, to you, James.
All the crows fly upon you, separating both you you. Alexei stands up then orders all of his crows
to come to him...
All the crows come up, and burts into his right hand, showing an spectacle of blood sacrifice, as
they shove themselves into another... ultimately, forming Hrist, The Spear of Darkness and
Terror.
"Hrist, The Spear of Darkness and Terror (duel phase 2)"
Alexei uses his spear and pushes James back...
Alexei then repeadtedly attacks James with Hrist, hurting him badly... James is trained to avoid
close combat and bullets, but not this...
James struggle, but each time he blocks the spear, he gets burned by a dark flame that burns as
the flame he causes with his Ignis...
Alexei aims at James heart... he blocks it, but start burning...
Once again, Alexei, deploys his dark spear and aims at James heart... as the spear reaches
James heart, all of the butterflies come rushing towards James and block the attack, dying in the
process...
Alexei readies his next attack...
This time, nothing can stop him... he launches his deadly spear filled with dark alchemic energy
and pierces James O' Keefe heart... knocking him in the ground, agonizing... he falls on the
ground, right where Alyona's flowers are at...
"The "Death" of James O' Keefe"
"Hah... die James... die!!! You are nothing against my Hrist, the spear of Darkness and Terror".
--says Alexei, pleased.
Now that James lay dying on the flowery ground... Alexei has some last words.
"I killed you, leader of the Dominion Veritas. Next, I will spy, infiltrate, and ultimately destroy your
organization... they will die next!! Payback for what you done to me... then I will go back to
Russia, and destroy the Kremlin!! HAHAHAHA..." --says Alexei, as you, James, lay dying...
Alexei leaves the forest...

"Warmth"
You lay down, awaiting your inevitable death...
"I am sorry, Alyona. Even in death, thank you for using your fireflies to protect me..." --you,
James, say to the alchemic white flowers next to you...
As you are about to die... the white alchemic flowers bloom, and then explode, releasing white
alchemic energy...
The white alchemic energy then enters your body, giving you enough energy to cast one
alchemic technique...
You once more, cast immolation, but instead of burning yourself, the flame manifests as a
glowing orb that heals you back to normal...
Warmth... the alchemic technique of healing one's wounds. The remaining alchemic energy of
Alyona's death in the white flowers, not only gave you back life, but taugh you a lesson...
To use your burning will properly: Instead of using your fire to burn yourself, use it to heal
yourself.
As you heal and wake up, you look down at the white flowers. All of the flowers have now
whithered and died. They used all of their alchemic energy in order to save you...
"You sacrified yourself for me... when you could just have let me fucking die... I will destroy
Alexei Sokolov, save the Dominion and prevent the death of future innocent Russians... I swear
it!!" --you, James, swear to yourself.
Before you face Jeff Bezos and Tim Cook, your war against Alexei Sokolov begins...
To be continued... in Dominion Veritas: Aeternum story...
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